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Suit opposes license
law's ties to grades
By E.L GOLD
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANFAertger & Times photo

BACK TO SCHOOL: Murray Middle School students Nathan Doyle, Chuck Buhmann and Eric Villaflor
take notes during Pat McMullin's sixth grade science class held outdoors. Both the Murray and Calloway
schools were back in session Monday following Spring Break.

Randy Hutchens' client wants
her driver's license back.
Calloway Circuit Judge David
Buckingham will decide whether
she gets it later this week, perhaps by Thursday morning.
For more than seven hours
Monday, attorneys argued the
case in Calloway Circuit Court.
Hutchens, a Murray attorney, was
seeking a temporary restraining
order that would restore his
client's license while the court
case proceeds.
Hutchens' client. a Calloway
County High School student who
by agreement has remained
unidentified in news reports, lost
her license Jan. 26 because of a
1990 Kentucky law that Hutchens
said is unconstitutional.
And, since his client has
improved her grades this semester and is on track to regain her
'license in May, Hutchens said a
temporary injunction is her only
remedy for what he called an
"irreparable loss."
"You need to protect the status
quo, especially when there is no

"This law may be
putting in the hands
of the state what is
a parent's :;.rerogafive.'
David
Buckingham
(Circuit Court Judge)

Don Kelly, Secretary of Transportation; the Commonwealth of
Kentucky; and the Calloway
County School Board.
The 1990 law challenged by
the suit requires school districts
to report to the DOT Division of
Driver's Licensing any 16- or
17-year-old student who:
•does not receive a passing
grade in at least four courses
taken in the preceding semester,
'has dropped out of school or
'has nine unexcused absences
for the preceding semester.
The DOT then suspends the
student's license until the deficiency has been rectified.
That discriminates against 16and 17-year-olds, Hutchens said.
"Fourteen and 15-year-olds
suffer no such punishment," he
said.

remedy for the action," Hutchens
told the court in opening
arguments.
Hutchens said his client is not
seeking monetary damages from
the Calloway County School
Board or the Kentucky Department of Transportation, the two
defendents represented in the
Hutchens introduced evidence
case Monday.
to show his client had a history
Kentucky law requires the of low scores in math-related
plaintiff in an injunction he,aring courses and may have been eligito show a significant chance of ble for programs at the school
winning the lawsuit, so much of designed to help students with
the evidence in the case was pre- academic difficulties.
sented Monday.
The suit names as defendants • See Page 2

Gable keeps up attack on Fora during debate
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
didn't take long for the tone to be
set for the first Kentucky Educational Television debate between
the Republican gubernatorial
candidates.
"The people of Kentucky want
a governor they can trust," said
Robert Gable in his opening
statement Monday night. Gable

spent much of the next hour trying to make the case that Larry
Forgy was not that man.
Forgy, in his opening statement, quoted Shakespeare and
said Kentucky is on a course toward despair. "That's the issue in
this campaign — jobs for our
younger people and that's what
we ought to be talking about in
this campaign," Forgy said.
But Gable spent the evening

baiting Forgy on ethics and
charged him with pandering on
the topic of taxes.
Forgy tried to remain above
the fray and was even asked at
one point by one of the journalists on the panel why he was
ignoring Gable.
"I see no point in spending a
lot of time dealing with Mr.
Gable's charges and countercharges," Forgy said.

KET is scheduled to present a
series of six appearances by the
candidates for governor and
lieutenant governor during the
weeks leading up to the May 23
primary. The forums were
required by the public financing
law.
Gable revived two allegations
that Forgy crossed the ethical
line. One case involves Forgy
raising campaign funds for Appe-

als Court Judge J. William Howerton. Forgy, a lawyer, later had a
case before a panel that included
Howerton.
"That's not trustworthy,"
Gable charged.
Forgy resisted the baiting. At
one point, when the debate format called for Forgy to ask Gable
a question, he declined. He said
such situations only provide an
opportunity to attack an

opponent.
But even that response drew a
barb from Gable.
"You keep whistling past the
graveyard on this one," Gable
said.
Forgy did provide a defense of
his involvement with the Big
Rivers Electric Corp. restructuring. Forgy was hired to help the
III See Page 2

Residents forming
neighborhood watch
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A group of county residents has banded
together to protect its neighborhood and assist
the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Phil Unsel, who lives in Wildcat Village,
said people living within a five-mile radius of
Fire Station 7 are being asked to join a new
Neighborhood Watch program.
"This area around the lake has a lot of summer homes that are only used for half the
year," Unsel said. "About two months ago,
there were 12 break-ins out here."
Unsel said residents of Panorama Shores,
Cedarling Hills and Wildcat Village have
been holding meetings together.
"We have put signs in adjoining neighbor-

hoods," Unsel said. "We had about 30 people
attend our meeting about two weeks ago."
The forming of Neighborhood Watch in
this area was prompted by Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott.
"We have had several break-ins down
there," Scott said. "I said the best thing they
could do was set up a Neighborhood Watch
program and I was really pleased with the
turnout."
Scott said there are about six functioning
programs in the county, but he would like to
see more.
"Everyone is really interested in the Neighborhood Watch program," Scott said. "It

II See Page 2

Freshmen force behind agenda
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer

had signed the GOP's defining "Contract
With America" last fall, essentially kept their
pledge to help bring about fundamental
change in the way Congress operates.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. Jon Christensen, on the first day of the 104th Congress,
exhorted fellow Republican freshmen to
"We've been pushing the leadership in the
"remember that the American people sent us right direction," Christensen, a Nebraskan,
to do change."
said in an interview as the 100-day mark was
Despite some setbacks and divisions within drawing near. "We've been together. There's
this loosely knit "Class of '94" of 73 first- power in numbers."
term Republican members, Christensen's
The first-term Republicans have proved to
challenge was largely heeded by his be ideal soldiers in House Speaker Newt Gincolleagues.
These Capitol Hill novices, most of whom •See Page 2
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JUST 'PLANE' BUSY: Chris Smith of Calloway County lines up boards he finished planing Monday inside the
Kentucky Vocational School Industrial Arts facility.
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Public Service Commission, but
he also had a legal connection to
an individual who stood to in a
big commission from a coal supplier if Big Rivers won a rate
increase.
Forgy said-'ho ethical standards
were violated and his involvement helped save the company
and the economy of the area
served by Big Rivers.
The two parted ways on one
substantive issue.
Forgy repeated what has

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
9-9-3
Cash 5
1-2-7-19-31
Pick 4
4-3-6-4

become a staple of his campaign
— that he intends to cut taxes in
order to make the state more
attractive to businesses and the
jobs they bring.
But Gable accused Forgy of
making promises without any
regard for consequences.
"Basically he's saying we're
going to cut, cut, cut all those
taxes," Gable said. "We have to
be very careful about that kind of
irresponsible promising."
Gable said his own views on
an overhaul of the tax system will
wait in part on the work of a
commission studying the matter.
For example, Gable has been
critical of the cuts in the income
Lax on private pensions enacted
by the General Assembly. Forgy
has claimed credit for moving
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Gov. Brereton Jones and the General Assembly to those cuts.
"It means everybody else is
paying more," Gable said.
Forgy said he favored another
reduction in the personal property
Lax on intangible items such as
stocks and bonds. He said those
cuts would be installed over perhaps seven to eight years to
decrease the effect on the state
budget.
Forgy dismissed concerns
about whether his tax cutting
would put a state budget at risk.
"I will figure out the ways to
make the budget of this Wile. I
have twice," Forgy said.
Forgy was budget director during the administration of Louie
Nunn, the last Republican governor of Kentucky. During one of
those budgets, Forgy also oversaw the spending of the money
that came in when Nunn won
passage of a two-cent increase in
the sales tax.
Gable said he had no hidden
agenda to seek a reduction in the
coal severance tax by waiting for
an overall look at revenue.
Gable's family once ran one of
the Largest coal and timber companies in southeastern Kentucky.

Hutchens said the state law
also violates federal privacy statutes — commonly known as the
Buckley Amendment — by making information about students'
grades available to the public.
"Anybody can go into the
Division of Dnver's Licensing
and find out when a student has
failed four courses," Hutchens
said. "That's a clear violation of
federal law."
Hutchens argued that his client
has been denied a basic constitutional right — the pursuit of happiness — although she has broken no laws and committed no
crimes.
"She has the right to pursue
her life just as you and me,"
Hutchens said, "without the exercise of arbitrary power over her.
"This young lady is not
charged with a crime," he said.
"She is charged with making bad
grades."
Bad grades, said the defense,
was one reason the law was
passed.
"The school district is going to
prove it has improved students'
grades and attendance," said
Michael Owsley of Bowling
Green, representing the Calloway
County School Board. The school
board contends that balances the

•Watch...
FROM PAGE 1
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grich's revolution; as a group
they have been staunchly conservative, adamant in supporting the
balanced-budget amendment and
term limits, and inherently antiWashington.
"We are the least likely group
to have our knees buckle when it
comes to reducing the deficit,"
said Rep. Roger Wicker of Mississippi, president of the freshman class.
And Gingrich awarded his
troops by giving them unprecedented influence in a system
where seniority still counts for a
lot. He asked freshmen to be
floor managers of the bundle of
bills passed ,on the opening day
of, Me stsetiii.:'Seven freshrhen
were given seats on the Appropriations Committee, and three got
seats on the tax-writing Ways and
Means panel.
And for the first time in
decades, first-termers were
named chairmen of subcommittees — three of them, in fact.
"Some of the senior members

were not sure it was a good idea
to give us that much responsibility," said Rep. David McIntosh,
R-Ind., who heads a regulatory
affairs panel of the House Government Reform and Oversight
Committee.
Rep. Tom Davis, a freshman
Republican from Virginia, was
named chairman of a subcommittee on District of Columbia
affairs and Rep. Linda Smith of
Washington got the helm of a
House Small Business tax panel.
Said Wicker: "The speaker
understands that we created the
majority, and we are entitled to a
front-row seat from the very
beginning."
Bat freshman recalcitrance on
some .issues gave Gingrich major
_headaches. A larger number of
-first-term Republicans, for
instance, demanded that the
balanced-budget amendment contain a provision requiring a threefifths majority to pass tax
increases. That almost sank the
amendment. They eventually
agreed to support the amendment,
but only after Gingrich agreed to
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take up their tax measure next
year.
The legislation that was probably closest to the hearts of the
new GOP lawmakers — a proposed constitutional amendment to
limit the time lawmakers can
serve in Congress — went down
to defeat, partly because of party
divisions over how tough the
term limits should be. Most
freshmen thought the leadershipbacked bill, which allowed House
members to serve 12 years, was a
cop-out.
Two freshmen, Greg Ganske of
Iowa and Bill Martini of New
Jersey, led mini-rebellions
against the Republican tax-cut
bill, and put its passage in jeopardy, when they urged that benefits
for the rich be reduced and that
deficit reduction come first.
If there's anything that unites
the Class of '94, Wicker said, it's
a sense of urgency. "We have a
two-year window of opportunity
to turn this federal government
around. If we blow this chance, I
don't know when America will
ever get another one," he said.
Christensen said: "It would be
an understatement to say we are a
little disappointed with the speed
of the Senate," where the
balanced-budget amendment went
down to defeat and other Housepassed items on the GOP agenda
may be months away from
consideration.
Freshmen also know that with
the "contract" behind them and
major social issues ahead, it's
going to be harder to maintain the
unity of purpose that has given
them such a say.
"If the issues are guns and
abortion, it's going to depend
more on where you are from,
sometimes, than your party,"
said Davis.

Easter
Special

Thursdag, Eipril 20, 1995

Mal lambda Chi Alpha donating food to Neectine

between the rights and privileges
of students and the common goal
of public education.
They also contended that the
plaintiff, who has the burden of
proof in injunction hearings, had
not shown that personal rights
had been infringed or irreparable
harm had been caused.
Judge Buckingham addressed
the parties to the suit after closing arguments.
"Sometimes governments pass
laws that are unwarranted intrusions into our lives," he said.
"This law may be putting in the
hands of the state what is a
parent's prerogative."
In earlier testimony before the
court, the student's father had
used the same "parent's prerogative" phrase to describe disciplinary measures he had used to
motivate his daughter to make
better grades.
Buckingham called it "perhaps
the most persuasive argument
before the court."
Regardless of the outcome of
the hearing, Hutchens said he
believes it will ultimately have to
be decided by the Kentucky
Supreme Court.
"For or against, it's going to
go up," he said.
Hutchens said it may take as
long as three years to get a final
verdict in the case.
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•Freshmen...

doesn't cost anything because all
it does is encourage residents to
be more attentive to what is happening in their areas."
Unsel said there is one person
in each of the three communities
in his area serving as a captain,
which is essentially a go-between
for the sheriff's department and
the community.
"It gives the sheriff's department a contact person and everyone I have talked to has been'
very interested," Unsel said.
"These days, people are really
afraid and this will help knock
down some of the fear.
"It's really a safety thing, in
addition to eliminating the vandalism," he said. "Much of this is
juvenile crime except for the
illegal poaching."
The group plans to hold
another joint meeting at 4 p.m.
June 3 in the community room at
Fire Station 7. Calloway County
911 Coordinator Ed Pavlick will
speak to the residents.

Advertise gour business
and help support the Greek organizations
of Murrag State Universitg.

loss of what they see as a pnvilege, not a right.
Calloway County Superintendent Jack Rose testified that 14
CCHS students lost their licenses
in January, which was the first
semester the law was implemented in the Calloway County
system.
Of that 14, 11 licenses were
revoked for academic deficiency
and three for excessive absenses,
said Jerry Ainley, principal of
CCHS.
Currently, Ainley said, eight of
the 11 academically deficient students — including .Hutchens'
client — have improved their
grades sufficiently to regain their
licenses in May, if their improvement continues.
Ainley also testified that
implementation of the law has
apparently reduced the dropout
rate at the school. He said the
school has had nine students drop
out this school year, compared to
27 in the 1993-94 school year.
"My opinion is that it's a great
deterrent," Ainley said. "The taking of the license is a tremendous
motivating factor."
Attorneys for the defense —
which also included David Shearer of Louisville, representing the
DOT — argued in closing statements that these improvements
showed a "rational balance"
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Study focuses on Smithland site
During the recent spring break at
Murray State University, Kathleen
Tucker, a Murray State senior from
Benton, and Dr. Kenneth C. Carstens, professor of anthropology
and director of the MSU Archaeology Service Center, worked
side-by-side with 204 Livingston
Central High School students and
faculty at a Civil War gun emplacement fortification in Smithland.
The research began a second
phase of archaeological study supported by a $10,000 grant from the
National Park Service and administered by the Kentucky Heritage
Council in Frankfort.
According to Carstens, this year's
study focuses on three objectives:
continued excavation at the Civil
War fort on a brick structure partially unearthed last year, examination of a second Federal gun emplacement site and encampment area;
and pursuing KERA activities in the
high school relating to the Civil War
fort and the history of Smithland.
Tucker directed the excavations
which revealed that the brick structure partially unearthed last year
were the remains of a brick fireplace, fireplace foundation and collapsed chimney.
"Excavations in and around the
hearth produced artifacts tying the
brick structure and fort together,
including porcelain buttons from an
officer's shirt and a military button
from a soldier's coat," Tucker said.
"Other items students of the LCHS

excavated include the charred remains of animal bones, lead shot,
fired percussion caps,a broken bone
ring, and a broken bitters bottle."
Artifacts discovered will be used
in an exhibit which students will
construct in the Livingston central
High School library. The brick
structure within the fort will be
permanently preserved and displayed for the public. PI4ns are also
underway to construct a shelter over
the structure and improve the fort
grounds so the public may visit the
site.
Working toward the second objective of this year's study were
three LCHS students, Jennifer Buford, Linda Bartley and Come Gilhand. These students worked with
Carstens trying to locate the second
federal gun emplacement site. The
group worked through the office of
Ian Brown, USDA Soil Conservationist in Smithland the Property
Evaluation Office in Smithland,and
conducted an on-site visual inspection using Fischer metal detectors to
locate metallic artifactual remains
of the second military fort, Carstens
said.
"Students received training in
aerial photography, map reading
and working with scales," Carstens
said. "As a result of their study, it
appears that urban development in
Smithland completely destroyed the
second of the federal gun emplacement sites and the encampment

areas associated with the fort," he
said.
On Feb. 1, the third area of study
began. This series of studies, which
will continue until the end of the
1994-1995 school year, involves
seven Livingston Central teachers'
applications of the Fort Smith subject to KERA learning objectives in
the high school. Faculty conductors
of the studies include coordinator of
the project Debbie Bell, Debbie
DeWeese, Dorris Cothran, Jeff
Clark, Art DeWeese, Vicki Conyear, and N'irginia Barns.
The high school honors' history
and English classes will write a
history of Fort Smith and several
short stories based on the 1994 and
1995 grants awarded to Carstens. A
musical and theatrical score will be
directed by a Livingston Central
student research assistant through
the tutelage of Clark and Art DeWeese. Barns will help students
prepare life-size Civil War costume
exhibits using donated manikins for
body forms.
"The uniformed manikins will
form the nucleus for a permanent
Civil War exhibit in the LCHS
library," Carstens said.
Bell's physics and chemistry classes will construct electrolysis labs
for ferrous artifact preservation at
the high school and at Murray State.
All student studies are being
supervised by Tom Counts, Livingston Central principal, and Lee
Jones, superintendent.

Babbage announces deadlines
Calloway Countians who want to
vote in the primary election on May
23 have until the close of business
on April 24 to register to vote,
according to secretary of State Bob
Babbage.
Citizens can still register to vote
or check their voter registration
records at the county clerk's office.
This year, for the first time, people
can register to vote when they
obtain or renew their driver's
license.
Registration is also offered at
public service agencies including
disability offices, Medicaid, AFDC,
foodstamps, WIC, and public
schools.
Mail-in registration forms have
been used in Kentucky for some
time and are another way to make
registration more convenient, Babbage explained.
With the advent of new legislation implemented last January to
expand voter registration opportunities, more people have regis-

tered to vote than were originally
expected, Babbage said.
"We had hoped for an increase of
about 1,000 new registered voters
per week with the new programs.
So far the response has been nearly
1,000 per day," Babbage added.
The state board of elections,
which Babbage chairs, is also reminding teens of their opportunity
to register and vote.
Persons who will be 18 by Nov.7,
the date of the 1995 general election, are permitted to register and to
vote in the May 23 primary election.
About 54,000 Kentuckians annually reach their 18th birthday, Babbage said, yet only a very small
percentage take the time to register
and exercise their right to vote.
Babbage also noted that there is
still a popular myth surrounding
voter registration.
"Many persons say they decline
to register to vote because they fear
they will be chosen for jury duty. In
1990 the General Assembly

changed the way jurors are selected.
Now state law directs that jurors be
chosen from driver's license records
as well as voter registration rolls,"
Babbage said.
Citizens often say they feel far
removed from the democratic processes," Babbage said. "The unregistered are certainly far removed
from having a say in the government
services they pay for and receive."
"One of the major thrusts of
government should be to open the
door to all our citizens and remind
them of their privilege to be a part of
their government," he added.
"With all constitutional offices
up for election this year, it is vitally
important that every eligible citizen
take a part in shaping Kentucky's
future. The best way to do that is to
register and to vote," Babbage concluded.

During Saturday's grand opening celebration, United Commonwealth Bank accepted entries in the "Case of
Cash" contest. The entries rolled In all day as more people stopped by to visit the bank.

Education conference set for April 20
The Spring Education Conference to be held April 20 in the Curris
Center will spotlight new wave
technologies in Kentucky Schools
and KERA high school gra luates at
work and at college.
Featured
conference activities include a luncheon sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa,
two round table discussion groups,
and the Harry M. Sparks Distinguished Lecture.
Associate Commissioner Don
Coffman of the Office of Educational Technology will be the featured speaker at the luncheon which
begins at noon. His topic will be
"The Next Six Months in Educational Technology in Kentucky
Schools."
"KERA High School Graduates
and the Business Community," convened by Carolyn Jones, director of
Partnership for Restructuring and
school Reform, will be the first of
two round table discussion groups
held immediately following the
luncheon. Lydia Wells Sledge will
lead the final roundtable discussion
titled "Next Wave for New Technology in Kentucky Schools."
Sledge is director of the Division of
Customer Support,Office of Educa-

tional Technology in the Kentucky
Department of Education.
The Harry M. Sparks Distinguished Lecture will begin at 5 p.m.
in the Curris Center Theater. Dr.
Kern Alexander, president of Murray State University, has been
selected as Distinguished Lecturer

for this year's event. His address is
titled "The MSU Response to
KERA Graduates."
For additional information on the
Spring Education Conference contact Murray State's department of
educational leadership and counseling at (502) 762-2791.

Local officials to attend conference
Humane Society President Kathy
Hodge,and Animal Shelter Director
Marilyn Arcoli will attend Animal
Care Expo '95 in Orlando early in
April.
Sponsored by The Humane Society of the United States, Expo'95 is
the only national conference specifically designed to showcase the
latest and most useful products,
services and ideas for all persons
involved in the field of animal
sheltering, care, rescue and control.
The conference brings together
humane society and animal control
directors, wildlife rehabilitators,
boarding kennel operators, animal
rescue personnel, groomers, veterinarians, volunteers and students,
among others.
"We are very excited about being

able to attend this conference," said
Hodge. "We hope to bring back lots
of ideas which will help us do a
better job here at home."
Hodge and Arcoli will attend a
series of educational workshops on
a variety of subjects relevant to their
work with animals and animal
issues in Murray and Calloway
County. Hodge will also give a
presentation entitled "Calling All
Board Members," which examines
ways to help boards and board
members operate cooperatively and
efficiently.
"I'm hoping to learn a lot," said
Arcoli. "We'll have the opportunity
to meet people from all over the
country who are doing the same
kind of work we do. We can learn
from each other."
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BY NOON — we'll give you an answer by end of day.
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This statement is submitted to obtain credit and I (we) certify that all information
herein is true and complete. I IWe) also authorize the bank to verity or obtain
information the bank may deem necessary concerning my (our) credit standing
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Co-Borrower

Chances are, if you have good credit we'll lend
you up to $15,000. All on the strength of your
signature — no collateral required. It's the
perfect opportunity to pay off holiday hills..,
update a room .. . replace a roof. .. without
tying up your home equity or other assets.

We're open 6 days a week.Saturday • 9- 12!

REPUBLIC
8. Trust
BANI1Corn pany
FDIC
1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630, FAX 759-1478
Member

CALL NOW
1-502-762-4483
The Republic group of banks — Kentucky owned & proud ofit!
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ANALYSIS

Dole is tested
and ready, but
can he win the
GOP nomination?
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
EXETER, N.H.(AP) — Calling himself a leader who has passed
test after test, Sen. Bob Dole now faces his longest and final exam
in the campaign for the Republican presidential nomination.
He's far ahead at the start. The test is to stay there for a year.
The fallen front-runners of prior campaigns are reminders of the
trial ahead for the Senate majority leader.
Leading beats lagging, but the early advantage carries a price.
For the front-runner, every slip is magnified; even the hint of a
slowdown is a major setback. And the man leading a crowded field
is the target for everyone else.

FORUM
Ode to leadership
"What we'd really like is if you
could write a poem about leadership," she says. "The same kind of
thing Maya Angelou wrote for Clinton's inauguaration."
"Of course," you answer right
away. But you have no idea if you
can write anything akin to Angelou's verse, or even if you'd want to.
Instinctively, however, you know
this opportunity is too good to pass
up.
A poet seldom has the chance to
write specifically for a group of
acknowledged "movers and shakers," unless, of course, it's a letter to
a public official. And you'know
what happens to those missives, no
matter how carefully crafted.
Some minor functionary reads
them, and then checks off the
category your sentiments fall into
— "With Us," "Against Us," or
"Undecided." That way, you are
ensured of getting the appropriate
canned response. Nothing is really
personalized, though every effort is
made to create the illusion that it is;
right down to the electronically
reproduced signature.
But writing a poem for a public

event is another thing altogether.
The occasion is a milestone anniversary of a leadership organization.
The audience will include alumni of
the program, as well as a host of
heavy hitters who make up the
board of directors. No doubt there
will be an array of honored guests
too. They will include corporate
executives, college presidents, partners in fancy law firms — people
who can make a difference.
If you met one of them at a party,
they might talk to you if introduced;
but their eyes would survey the
room over your shoulder, restlessly
scanning the crowd to see if anyone
more important turned up. Some of
them are folks who are likely to
break off in mid-sentence when
another power broker shows up.

They thrive on making contacts in
high places, the way a freeloader
loads up on canapes and free drinks.
So how to write a poem about
leadership for this group? How do
you write anything for an audience
that is used to firing off memos full
of sentence fragments punctuated
with bullet points?
Think about leadership and what
it really means. Think about principles and ethics. You realize that
what often passes for leadership is
not leadership at all, but some kind
of vicious team sport in which
decisions are made on the basis of
winning, no matter what, at the
expense of someone else's loss. The
word "bully" comes to mind, and
with it the brand of leadership that
bellows,"We know what's best for

everyone else. Our way is the only
way,and if you don't agree you'll be
sorry."
I eadership does not mean giving
orders that others have to follow,
while you enjoy the luxury of
moving colored pins on a map, far
from the front lines of battle. Leadership does not mean having
enough money to join a club that
excludes others on the basis of race
or gender or "who their daddy is."
Leadership does not mean being
successful at guiding a group of
people that is just like you are. The
challenge of leadership, in fact, is in
dealing with diversity, mobilizing
others in spite of their differences,
getting people to perform to the best
of their ability.
It dawns on you that maybe you
should be writing an ode to teachers,
community volunteers, and those
who take the risk of speaking out
and taking action against oppression in all its subtle forms. It makes
you wonder how many real leaders
we really have, and whether their
efforts are acknowledged by organizations that claim to have cornered
the leadership market.

taxes and balance the budget."
He didn't say by how much; there's little prospect the Senate
will go along with the House Republican bill for a $189 billion tax
reduction, and Dole will have to find a way to explain that.
Age may be an issue; Dole would be 73 at his first inauguration,
as old as Ronald Reagan at his second.
His antidote is the seasoning of the veteran, of World War II and
of 34 years in national politics. "I have been tested and tested and
tested in many ways," he said. "I am not afraid to lead and I know
the way."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

1 Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT RILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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The front-runners' advantages are on display in the ceremonial
opening of the campaign that actually began months ago. There
were the allies and endorsers in the cold rain of Topeka, Kan., on
the sunny town hall steps of Exeter, at a Manhattan fund-raising
affair Monday night said to have raised $1 million for the Dole
treasury.
The Dole campaign expects to take in $2 million to $3 million
during the nine-state swing staged to mark the start of his third and
last presidential bid. He's been trying since 1980.
This time, he has the lead, the endorsements, the pledges of support. It is easier, and safer, for a politician to go with the candidate
out front, especially when it is a Senate leader who can repay
favors and who won't forget slights.
There is a difference between this and prior campaigns in which
one figure dominated the early polls, 46 percent for Dole in a Gallup survey for USA Today and CNN issued to coincide with the
senator's announcement. Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas, far back at 13
percent in that poll, is far ahead in the race for campaign money.
He's collected more than $13 million, compared with the $4 million the Dole campaign hopes to swell to $6 million or $7 million
during this first campaign swing.
Announcement tours are fixtures, rituals and, in a way, charades.
By the time a presidential candidate says the words, they are
anticlimactic.
"And so today, tempered by adversity, seasoned by experience,
mindful of the world as it is — yet confident it can be made better
— I have come home to Kansas with a grateful heart to declare that
I am a candidate for the presidency of the United States," Dole
said in Topeka on Monday. A few jet hours later, he was feeling at
home in New Hampshire, repeating the same words in the state that
will hold the first of the presidential primaries next Feb. 20.
He hasn't always been so comfortable here. In 1988, he won the
Iowa caucuses, came to New Hampshire riding high and lost the
primary to George Bush, after a campaign focused on accusations
that he'd waffled on tax increases in the Senate.
Dole isn't leuing that happen this time. He signed a pledge
against income tax increases, and promised cuts instead. "Let me
make one fundamental belief crystal clear," he said. "We can cut
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That's a difficult role when the candidate's only task is to run for
office. Dole's also is to run the balky, contentious Senate for the
Republican majority. Only three men have gone straight from the
Senate to the White House, only one in this century. None were in
top leadership posts.
There, too, Dole will have both risks and rewards in the year
ahead. He is in a position to act on promises as he makes them. But
Senate leadership means compromise, not a popular word in doctrinaire Republican circles.
New Hampshire Gov. Steve Merrill says the aggressive House
Republican program of the first 100 days has taken on "locomotive
force" in New Hampshire, and that Dole may suffer politically if it
stalls in the Senate.
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Another fish story
This is the true story of how I
almost became pan-owner of the
Chicago Cubs and why I am so
happy I didn't.
It was 14 years ago and I was
sitting at a corner table in Billy
Goat's Tavern with Charley Finley.
Finley was the former owner of
the great Oakland A's team that won
three World Series in the 1970s. We
occasionally had a few beers and
talked baseball.
That night we chatted about rumors that the Wrigley family might
have to sell the team because P.K.
Wrigley had died and left a whopping inheritance tax bill.
Finley said he thought the chronically mismanaged franchise could
be had for about $21 million. If he
was right, it would be a bargain,
especially if the team fell into the
hands of owners brilliant enough to
develop a winner.
We agreed that we possessed the
necessary brilliance. But we lackrd
$21 million.
Actually, Finley, a successful
businessman, might have had the
millions. But he didn't have enough
to compete with wild spenders like
George Steinbrenner or Gene Autry. That's why he had sold the A's.
And even if he wanted to buy the
Cubs, he couldn't because the other
owners hated him for being smarter
than they were.
Ah,but I knew someone who had
enough money to buy the team, fix
up the ballpark, and sign good
players.
He was my boss, Marshall Field,
who owned the Sun-Times, where I
worked.
With his distinguished Chicago
name the owners couldn't possibly
object.
Finley and I hatched our plan. I
would persuade Field to buy the

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated Coltunnis:
team because it made good business
sense. And he would bring Finley in
as a 5 percent owner and general
manager. I would mortgage and
borrow and buy a small sliver,
which would permit me to be on the
board of directors and cadge free
beer.
So we flipped for the tab and set
out to make baseball history.
By chance, I was going on a
fishing trip with Field soon after that
evening. So he and I and two of his
executives would be in a North
Woods cabin or a boat for three
days. Unless he jammed his fingers
in his ears, he'd have to listen to my
pitch.
He did, but at first he wasn't
enthusiastic.
"I don't like baseball," he said.
I told him that he didn't have to
like baseball. Finley and I liked
baseball enough for all of us. He

liked money and he would make
money.
The two executives snickered
and said it would be a foolish deal.
But I persisted.
First, I said, we would yank the
Cubs off Channel 9, which was
owned by the rival Tribune Company. We'd see if they had enough
old Charlie Chan films to fill those
empty afternoons.
And we'd put the Cubs on Channel 32, which Field owned.
Meanwhile, the shrewd Finley
would build a winner. The sappy
but loyal Cubs fans would flock to
the ballpark.
Fans would be so grateful to Field
for giving them a good team, they
would buy more of our newspapers.
Finally, I said, we could rename
the ballpark after the new owner.
We would call it Field Field. Catchy
and easy to remember.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
it possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

By the time the fishing trip ended
and we were back in Chicago, Field
had agreed. Probably out of exhaustion.
He met with Finley and said he
would buy 51 percent of the franchise if Finley would put together a
group of investors to buy the rest.
That would be easy, Finley said,
and he set about doing it.
Then the tarpon began running
off the coast of Florida. What have
tarpon to with it? Field is an avid
world-class fisherman, so when the
tarpon run, he runs, that's what.
Finley kept phoning and asking
when Field would return so we
could make the offer.
Soon, I said. The tarpon would
tire of running and Field had to get
tired of running after them.
And we waited.
On June 16, 1981,a sports reporter loped over to my desk and said;
'Hear 'bout the Cubs?"
What about them?
"They were just sold to the Trib."
I kicked the wall so hard that I
limped for a month.
Every spring since I have thought
about what might have been. I
would be a part-owner at the training camp, saying: "Shawon, lay off
the outside pitches this year. And
Sammy,no law says you can't let the
pitcher walk you, kid." Of course,
Finley would tell me to shut up and
go sell beer.
But now the regrets are gone.
What might have been would be that
today I would be a baseball owner.
I'd have to growl about how stupid
the players are, which they are,
'without admitting how stupid I am,
which I would be by default.
Instead, I can yawn at baseball
while watching Michael soar.
If I ever catch a tarpon, I'll give it
a kiss.
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Seder will be at Campus Center
The United Methodist and Episcopal Campus Fellowships and St.
John's Episcopal Church will host a Seder celebration at United
Methodist Campus Fellowship Center, 1315 Payne St., Wednesday,
April 12. The Seder ritual will begin at 6:30 p.m. followed by dinner. Recalling Jesus' participation in the Passover rites in the days
before his death, Christians are invited to recognize their roots in
Jewish tradition and to affirm their common understanding of the
Exodus as a sign of God's liberation of the oppressed. Ann Reagna
and Elsie Bellew of the Sisterhood of Temple Israel, Paducah, will
direct the observance. Anyone from the community desiring to
attend may call Fr. Andre Trevathan, 753-6908, or the Rev. Raponzel Stockard at 753-9859 to reserve seating.

CATHRYN GARROTT photo

JUDY STAHLER, third from right, presented a special program on "Just
Desserts" at the March meeting of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club. She made and served several desserts. Hostesses were, from left,
Rebecca West, Dolma Trotter, Esther Jennings, Mayme Staudcher and
Ann Doran. The department will meet Thursday, April 13, at 2 p.m. at
the club house with Jana Hughes to present a program on "New Horizons." Hostesses will be Nancy Haverstock, Edwina Garrison, Cathryn
Garrott, Hallie Kopperud and Marie Wallace.

Blue Ribbon Day is today
Blue Ribbon Day in observance of April as Child Abuse Preven'lion Month is being held today. Information sheets will be given out
at day care centers and banks. Persons are asked to wear ribbons to
remember. Copies of the handouts are also available at Calloway
County Family Resource Center or at Murray State University Social
Work Department, co-sponsors of the event. For information call
753-3070 or 762-4530.

High school seniors to
take part in special day
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Michael Thompson

'Schindler's List' showing
Free public showings of "Schindler's List" are being shown at
7:30 p.m. through Saturday, April 15, and at 2 p.m. Wednesday,
April 12, at Room 208, Faculty Hall, Murray State,tUniversity, by
the Humanistic Studies College Forum Committee. this is provided
as a teaching resource as part of the forum's "Ordinary Peoples: The
Individual and the Holocaust" and as a public commemoration of the
50th anniversary of the end of World War II. For information call
762-6936.

Math Design Team will meet
Math Design Team of North Calloway Elementary School Sitebased Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, April 12, at 3
p.m.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, April 13, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Free blood pressure checks given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Wednesday, April 12,
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. This is a free
service for the Hazel senior citizens. Lunch will be served at 11:45
a.m.

Daugherty-Thompson
vows are said Feb. 25
Deidre Lane Daugherty and Dean Michael Thompson were married
Saturday, Feb. 25, 1995, at Panama City Beach, Fla.
The vows were exchanged at St. Andrews State Park on the beach
at sunset in the presence of family and close friends.
The bride's sister, Mrs. Denice Reed of Pueblo, Colo., was her matron of honor.
The groom's brother, Derry Thompson, served as best man.
Parents of the couple are Mr. and-Mrs. William Daugherty of Murray, Mrs. Sue Thompson of Gulf Shores, Ala., formerly of Dyersburg,
Tenn., and Mrs. Roy Thompson of Columbus, Miss.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson of
Murray and the late Virginia Clayton. The groom is the grandson of
Mrs. Arlene Hipp of Gulf Shores, Ala.
The new Mrs. Thompson is a 1986 graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State University.
The groom is a graduate of Rutherford High School, Panama City,
Fla., and Florida State University Tallahassee, Fla.
The couple is residing in Nashville, Tenn.

Almo-Dexter meeting Thursday
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Thursday,
April 13, at 7 p.m. at the new fire station at Almo. All residents of
the area are urged to attend and to note the change in date.

Prayer Coffee planned Thursday
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, April 13, at 9:30 a.m. at the home of Freda Lovett, East Y
Subdivsion. All interested persons are invited to attend. For information call 753-3999. The next luncheon will be Friday, April 21, at
noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, April 13, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Workshop starts April 24
"Surviving the Teen Years" will be a three-session workshop,
sponsored by Youth Services Center at Calloway County Middle
School. Three sessions will be conducted by Kaffie Barnett, mother
of two teenage daughters, on Mondays, April 24 and May 1 and 8,
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in Room 215 of CCMS. The workshop is free
to parents of CCMS students. To register call 753-1751.

Palestine plans revival
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a pre-Easter revival
starting Wednesday, April 12, and continuing through Friday, April
14. The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor of Greater Hope Baptist Church,
will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. A fellowship will
follow the Friday service. The public is invited to attend.

Easter Egg Hunt at Oaks
Oaks Country Club will have an Easter Egg Hunt for members'
children, ages 8 and under, on Saturday, April 15, at 1:30 p.m. The
event will be held inside in case of rain. For more information call
Pam Patton at 753-2816.

Poplar Spring plans presentation
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will present "Alive! Alive! Jesus is
Alive" on Friday and Saturday, April 14 and 15, from 7 to 9 p.m. at
the church. This production with a cast of over 75 church members
is a four part outdoor and indoor drama depicting the true meaning
of Easter as recorded in The Bible. The church is located near Pottertown off Highway 280 towards Wildcat Creek recreation area.
The public is invited and there is no charge. For information call
753-1891 or 436-5455.

Courtney baby boy born
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Courtney former Cheryl Hawkins.
Grandparents are Charles and
of Rt. 4, Box 315, Mayfield, are
the parents of a son, Stephen Ann Courtney of Mayfield, the
James Thomas Courtney, born on Rev. Larry and Mary Lynn
Friday, March 31, 1995, at Pine- Hawkins of Hazel, and W.H. and
Lake Medical Center, Mayfield. Linda Harrell of Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven
April 17-18-19
pounds 15 ounces and measured
2VA inches. The mother is the

BUY

CALENDAR
Tuesday, April 11
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m.
Great Rivers Group of Sierra Club/7
p.m./Tennessee Room, Curris Center,
Murray State. Info/436-5405.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
James Harvey Ellis Circle/7
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Murray Branch of AAUW/7
p.m./Calloway Public Library to honor
top 10 students from local high
schools.
Calloway County Middle School
PTO/7 p.m./school cafeteria.
East Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council/6 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
posy-,p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda,
437-4144.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky *34
at 7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library. Info/1-527-7098.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Westside Baptist Church events
Include Baptist Women/7 p.m./Judy
Smotherrnan.
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group Ill w/Jan Ochoa/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/3 p.m.; Louella Beddoe Group w/Linda Stockton/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray State University Chamber
Orchestra concert/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hail, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 12
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Murray Country Club ladies' bridge
and golf/9:30 a.m.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Post
Office/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 1230-3
P.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.

Wednesday, April 12
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
A.A. meeting/6 p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Murray. Info/753-7676.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Homemakers Clubs' meetings
include Harris Grove/10 a.m./Ellis
Center: Pottertown/10 a.m./Holiday
Inn; Paris Road/11:30 a.m./Sirloin
Stockade; South Pleasant Grove/6:30
a.m./home of luta Hutson to go to
Nashville.
Lenten service/7 p.m. with light
meal/5:30 p.m./Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Bible Study/noon; ARK and
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Pastor's Class/3:40 p.m.; Dobson
film/6 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs and
GAs, Prayer service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include service/7 o,m.
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International/9 a.m.; Ladies
Bible Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Youth Prime Time, Praise!/6 p.m.;
prayer meeting/6.45 p.m.; Sancutary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study,
College/Career Bible Study, Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.

e)k or.f,J,vis

lour Convenience Now Offers

Wednesday, April 12
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Holy
Week service/12:05 p.m.; Children's
Music/3:45 p.m.; Koinonia Kids/5 p.m.;
Adult Handbell Choir/6:15 p.m.; Lenten
Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Wesleyan
Circle w/Kathryn Glover, Ruth Wilson
Circle w/Norma Frank, Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/noon.
Randall Adams senior percussion
recital/8 p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
YMCA events include Aerobics
Step/10 a.m./12th Street; Aqua
Fitness/8:30 and 9:30 a.m./Carr Health
Building. Info/759-9622 or 759-9699.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill. Info/1-800-935-7700.
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Your Formal Wear Professionals

UPS Pick-Up

Men's, Women's & Children's In Stock

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Save Money

loway County government. Using
voting machines from Calloway
County, the high school students
voted March 21-22.
Student participants will be
joined by the governmental individuals they will shadow for a
day at the luncheon from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom.
Speaking will be U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield, State Sen. Jeff Green
and State Rep. Freed Curd.

/4 4

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

M-1 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
75i-238o
Hwy. 541 N. Olympic Plaza

Murray State University and
the Student Government Association of MSU will host a luncheon
Thursday, April 13, for participants of the first government day
for seniors in both the Murray
and Calloway County high
schools.
The MSU Student Government
Association conducted elections
to fill 30 quasi governmental positions in the Murray City government and 40 positions in the Cal-

UPS

$29.99

Sales & Rentals Starting at
Area's Largest Supplier Tuxedos - All Styles Available
New Gowns & Accessories Arriving Daily

_

Dosowitown - 304 Main
Murray, KY

25 none
In Busirposs

Court Square})
Paris, TN

The

TREASURE HOUSE
of' gins
Soulhside Shopping Center • 753-6798
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!von. New.

Today's Sports

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The board
of directors of the University of Louisville Alumni Association on Monday
approved the school joining a new allsports conference. U of L is the last of
12 schools to join the yet-unnamed
league.

PORTS

recruit Murray

New coach's firstjob
M.C. Racers'
top free agent
Murray State, co-champions of
the Ohio Valley Conference, winners of the OVC Tournsment,
and near-spoilers in their NCAA
Tournament appearance, loses
just one player heading into next
year. Yet, the next coach has a
lot of recruiting to do.
With players such as Marcus
Brown, Vincent Rainey, Fred
Walker and Quennon Echols all
expected to return next year
along with a few others, some
players are not locks to wear
Racer uniforms next season.

and it all is apparently legal.
Mazique is not yet an official
member of the Racer basketball
team since he was just a part-time
--student in the fall and is not on
scholarship. However, he's also
an academic qualifier which
means he could be playing anywhere, for anyone, next season.

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Perhaps the biggest free agent
of the bunch is freshman M.C.
Mazique. The 6-9 guard/forward/
center has immense talent and
he's .no longer a diamond in the
rough. He's a known commodity
in the basketball world.
Though he lives on the MSU
campus, attends classes and eats
on the MSU campus, Mazique is
being heavily recruited these days

By the way, Mazique's phone
isn't being tied up by junior colleges and Division III no-names.
One source said mostly schools
from the Big East and ACC are
calling.
Also, Scott Edgar has not
asked Mazique to follow him to
Duquesne, but that could change
if Roth loses out on his bid to
become the next coach.

• BASEBALL: Lone Oak at Murray — 430
Calloway at Ballard Memonal — 430
• SOFTBALL: Murray at Marshall Co — 430
• TENNIS: Christian Co at Murray — 3
Graves Co at Calloway — 4

•
ESPN is apparently covering
the MSU coaching search with
great interest. College football
broadcaster Mike Gottfried has
been calling around Murray to
learn about the selection process.
Either that or he's plugging his
nephew, (UCLA assistant) Mark
Gottfried, for the job.
He was one of the greatest
players in one of the greatest college basketball programs in the
country. Though it's been years
since he's played, he's kept in
touch with the game through his
broadcast work. He comes highly
recommended from one of the top
coaches in the game, a coach he
played for, a coach he won a

Racer Coaching Search

Day I

TODAY: Ken Roth
Position: Murray Stale assistant coach last four
years.
AV: 33

Experience: Asst. coach at Georgia State and
Arkansas.
Mentors: Eddie Sutton, Nolan Richardson and
Scott Edgar.
Fact: Roth was the roomate of ex-NBA standout
Darrell Walker while at Arkansas.

NEXT: Buzz Peterson, Vanderbilt asst.

ROTH

coach, will visit on Thursday at 2
national title with in the 1970s.
His character, class and reputation is spotless. He's every
mother's dream.

He's Kyle Macy.
Although it also is the identical
resume of Quinn Buckner, a vic• See Page 7

SPRING SPORTS

Lady Tigers beat Fulton
in first fast-pitch contest
Lakers win 3-1
over Lone Oak

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Stacy Thomas beats the ball to second base in Monday's season opener, a 13-8 Lady Tiger win.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Lady Tigers
won their first-ever fast-pitch
softball game, downing Fulton
City 13-8 at the Murray City Park
Monday.
Murray gained the lead for
good in the first inning on a tworun hit by Cammie Blalock, putting the Lady Tigers up 3-2. Murray scored four more in the second inning, and after Fulton
sliced the margin to 7-6 with
single runs in four straight
innings, Murray pulled away
again with four runs in the fifth
inning and two more in the sixth.
Jeanne Maddox, Shannon Williams and Amanda Haneline all
had three hits for Murray with
Maddox, Williams and Robin
Ragsdale all hitting inside-thepark home runs. Ragsdale was
the winning pitcher, striking out
four and walking two. Each team

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A lot of
baseball players accustomed to
million-dollar paychecks are falling to the ranks of the merely
well to do.
"It's a changing market out
there," Houston Astros general
manager Bob Watson said Monday. "It's been reflected in a lot
of the signings. It's an indication
that the market has changed."
Players without super stats
aren't getting the big bucks —
"taking a shave" in the parlance
of some agents and general
managers.
Tom Browning went from $3.5
million to $300,000 when he
signed with Kansas City. Bob
Welch dropped from $2.9 million
••• as*

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway's Peter O'Rourke returns a shot during Monday's match at the
MSU courts.

The Lakers got all the runs
they would need early on, scoring
twice in the first inning and
adding another run in the second.
Calloway's first two batters,
Brent Anderson and Sam Arneu,
were both hit by pitches. Anderson scored on an error when Jay
Paul Herndon singled, and Arneu
came home on a fielder's choice
by Josh McKeel.
In the second inning, Anderson
doubled, took third on a bunt and
scored on a single by Herndon.
Lone Oak's only score of the day
came in the fifth inning.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County swept Lyon
County Monday at home in its
inaugural tennis matches of the
1995 season.
The girls team breezed to a 9-0
win while_the boys also had a
relatively easy time, coming
away with a 7-2 victory.
On the girls side, Juli Yoo won
8-2 at No. 1 singles, Erin Grogan
won 8-4 at No. 2, Elizabeth
Blackford won 8-1 at No. 3, Ann
Taylor won 8-0 at No. 4 and
Kylie Johnson and Kelley Travis
both won by forfeit.
In doubles play, Yoo and Johnson won 8-0 at No. 1, Taylor and
Travis won 8-1 at No. 2 and Grogan and Blackford won by forfeit.
In boys play, Peter O'Rourke

won 8-2 at No. 1, Matt Roberts
lost 8-6 at No. 2, Andrew
O'Rourke won 8-0 at No. 3, No.
4 Tom Richter won 8-2, Brian
Meurer won 8-5 at No. 5 and No.
6 Ben Binford won 8-5.
In doubles competition,
Andrew O'Rourke and Richter
lost 8-6, but the team of Peter
O'Rourke and Roberts won 8-2
and Meurer and Binford won 8-2.
Calloway is scheduled to host
Graves County today at 4. St.
Mary will visit Wednesday and
the Laker squads will take to the
road Friday, playing at Paducah
Tilghman.
Murray High, meanwhile,
opens its season today, hosting
Christian County at 3 p.m. Murray hosts Lone Oak Wednesday
and plays at Hopkinsville
Thursday.

..11,4eira,

SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5.95'.
Wednesday Seniors night' Buy one get one free!' 'S;d
' You Can Fat' Fish Buffet 695
Thursday Night-All
8.95
Friday Night Our Famous Seafood Buffet
fa
.8.95
aaturday Night Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Saturday
/I
595
kftv ,--Sunday Our Grand Lunch Bullet 11-3
A

Seven

Oak.

Calloway kicks off
1995 season with
sweep of Lyon Co.

to $225,000 with Oakland. Bud
Black, who made $2.65 million
last year, signed with Cleveland
for $350,000. Mike Devereaux
dropped from $2,575,000 to
$800,000.
"It's been incredible, just
incredible," acting commissioner
Bud Selig said.
Dave Stewart dropped from
$3.5 million to $1 million when
he signed with Oakland on Saturday. He didn't seem to mind.
"What the owners are doing
now probably should have been
done years ago without asking us
to fix their problem," he said.
"What's going on right now isn't
any more than what it should
have been."
In the deal most criticized by
agents, catcher Pat Borders
signed with Kansas City for
$310,000. He made $2.5 million
last season with Toronto.
"I remember making $5 an
II See Page 7

Baseball
Calloway 3, Lone Oak 1
Calloway County picked up a
tough road win Monday at Lone

Calloway (5-3) out-hit Lone
Oak 6-4 with Herndon and
Anderson picking up two hits
each. The Lakers also took
advantage of three Purple Flash
defensive errors.
For Lone Oak (5-2), Jeiemy
Taylor was 2 for 4.
Herndon was also the winning
pitcher, striking out seven and
walking one. Shane Garner
picked up the save, striking out
five in two innings of work.
"Both of our pitchers did a
good job," Calloway coach Eddie
Morris said. -.71y had good location and good
and Shane
had a strong outing. Our pitching
definitely came through.
"Anytime you play teams in
McCracken County on their field,
it's tough," he added.
Calloway is slated to play at
Ballard Memorial today at 4:30.
The Lakers then travel to Marshall County Thursday and Paducah Tilghman Friday.
*In a previously unreported
game from Saturday, Calloway
lost 6-0 at Franklin, Tenn.

HIGH SCHOOL TENNIS

Baseball salaries
suffer huge drop
Some taking
90 percent cut

had four errors in the field.
Fulton City had eight hits on
the day, led by Brooke Fry, who
had three hits, including a pair of
inside-the-park home runs.
Murray is scheduled to play at
Marshall County today at 4:30
before returning home Thursday
to host Fulton County.

Wed. dm Set. 4 p.m.
Sonsdley 11 ass.-3 p.m.
Seas Mow & Tow. - Closed

733-4141

.1,

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Insurance
Owners
Home

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Denny Ross

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
Owners: Ronnie Melvin & Gerrald Boyd

Office Hours: Mon -Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***

753-0489

************** *
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Downtrodden Warriors play
spoiler in beating Mavericks

III Sports Briefs
LOCAL BASEBALL

DALLAS (AP) — The Golden
State Warriors have little incentive left except to play the role of
spoiler.
That's what the bickering Warriors did Monday night as Latrell
Sprewell scored 30 points and
Chris Mullin added 26, half of
them in the third quarter, damaging the Dallas Mavericks' playoff
chances with a 123-112 decision.
"Winning takes away some of
the tedium about what's been
written and said," Mullin said.
"But it doesn't mean anything as
far as next season is concerned.
Most things about this year we'd
like to forget."
Dallas fell 2% games behind
the Denver Nuggets in the race
for the eighth and final Western
Conference playoff spot. Denver
took sole possession of eighth
place with a 114-107 victory over
Minnesota.
Jamal Mashburn had 29 points

Murray Heat opens 1995 red hot
The Murray Heat, an under-13 traveling team, opened the 1995
season by sweeping a doubleheader from Clarksville, Tenn.
Murray (2-0) won the first game 3-1 behind the pitching of Matt
Keel and Chris Lee, who combined to strike out nine and scatter
three hits. Heath Brown led the Heat bats with a triple and single.
Keel also doubled and singled. Kevin Rooney, Clint Myatt and
Shane Kemp also hit safely. Kyle Perry collected one RBI.
The Heat held off a late Clarksville rally to win the second game
8-5. Myatt led Murray with a triple and three RBI. Brown singled
in two runs, while Rooney and Willie Morris both knocked in one
run each, and J.D. Thieke singled. Ryan Geib also had one RBI.
Kemp, Morris, and Perry allowed five hits and struck out seven
Clarksville hitters.
PRO BASKETBALL

Houston's Olajuwon, Maxwell still out
HOUSTON (AP) — Houston Rockets center Hakeem Olajuwon and guard Vernon Maxwell remain stricken with irondeficiency anemia, leaving their status for tonight's game
against Dallas uncertain.
Olajuwon, who also has primary hypothyroidism, and Maxwell practiced with the team but blood tests indicated neither
has recovered. They have been sidelined since March 28.
Meanwhile, Clyde Drexler was selected NBA player of the
week after averaging a league-high 31.8 points in four
games.
TENNIS

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) — Steffi Graf regained the
No. 1 spot in the WTA Tour rankings, ending Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario's six-week hold on the position.
Graf had 298.8213 points in Monday's computer listing, to
296.7202 for Spain's Sanchez Vicario.
The German star lost the top position Feb. 6 after she
missed the Australian Open because of a thigh injury, and
then regained it for a week on Feb. 20. Graf has held the
No. 1 ranking for 279 weeks since August of 1987. Martina
Navratilova holds the record of 331 weeks as No. 1.

Cards to start Jordan
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP)
— Brian Jordan didn't give up an
NFL career to sit on the bench.
Finally, he's getting his chance
with the St. Louis Cardinals.
Manager Joe Torre has said all
offseason that Jordan would be a
starting outfielder, and the Cardinals hammered home that guarantee when they traded right fielder
Mark Whiten to Boston in the
Scott Cooper deal last week.
"I've been telling him 'somewhere," Torre said. "Finally I
can say right field."
It couldn't come too soon for
Jordan, a one-time Pro Bowl
defensive back for the Atlanta
Falcons. In three frustrating seasons, he's averaged about 200 atbats. The two-sport athlete was

getting bored with the whole
thing and thinking about putting
on the pads again.
"I hate sitting around watching," Jordan said. "Baseball is a
boring sport if you're not playing, in my eyes. I've got to play
and be in the fire every day.
Jordan signed a three-year,
baseball-only deal with the Cardinals in 1992, but always seems to
have been the odd man out. A
seemingly breakthrough year in
1993 — .309 average, 10 home
runs and 44 RBIs in only 223 atbats — was followed by more
frustration.
Last season, Torre said he had
four regular outfielders. Ray
Lankford got 416 at-bats, Bernard
Gilkey 380, Whiten 334 and Jordan 178.

SCOREBOARD 1
Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service,
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
insurance.
EXHIBITION BASEBALL
Thursday, Apil 13
Agents vs. 14ormeal at West Pain Bosch, Fla.,
1206 pm
BaImre vs Texas at PC0I Charlotte, Fl.. 1206
p.m
Chicago Mite Sox vs Pittsburgh at Bradenton,
Fla., 1206 p.m
Boston vs. lAnnesola at Fort Myers, Fa., 1206
pm
Detroit vs. Cleveland at NSW Haven. Fl., 1205
P.m
Florida vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beech, Fie.. 1205
P.m
Houston vs. Kansas City at Haines City, Fla.. 1206
p.m
Clndnitag vs. St. Louis at St Petersburg, Fla.,
1206 p.m
Colorado vs. San Francisco al Scottsdale, Ariz.
206 p.m.
Mtaaukee vs. CaMornia at Tempe, Ariz., 3706 p.m.
Chicle° Cube vs. Oakland at Phoerek 3:06 p.m.
San Diego vs. Seattle at Peoda, Att., 3:06 p.m.
N.Y. Mete vs N.Y. Yankees at Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., 616 p.m
Toronto vs. Philadelphia at Cleanest''. Fla.. 635
pm

759-9888
41.
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Stele Fann bemire Companies
Home Odom Elloomirgson Weis

Friday, April 14
kinneeota vs Roston at Fort Myers, FM., 1205
P.m
Bellmore vs. T010140 at Dunedin, Fla., 12:06 p.m.
SL Louis vs. Kansas City at Haines City. Fa,
1205 p.m.
Detroit vs Cincinnati at Plant City, FM., 12.05 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees vs. Los Angeles at Vero Beech,
12:06 p.M.
Cleveland vs. Houston at Kissimmee, FM.. 1206
P.m
Pilleturgh vt. Philadelphia at Clearmatp, Flo,
1206 p.m
Montreal vs. Attend& at Well Palm Beach. Fit.
12:06 p.m
N.Y. SISIB VS. Florida at Viva. Fla., 12.06 p.m.
Texas vs. Chicago White Sox at Sarasota, Fie..
12006 p.m
Calking& vs. Colorado at Tucson, Ariz., 306 p.m.
Oakland vs kiltssultee at Chandler, Ariz.. 306
p.m
Seattle vs Chicago Cubs at Mesa. Ariz., 3:06 p.m.
San Francisco vs. San Diego m Psalm. Ariz., 906
D. m.

and Popeye Jones added 21 to
pace the Mavericks, who had
won eight of their previous 11
and five of their last six at home
to move into playoff contention.
Dallas' Lorenzo Williams contributed 14 points and a career-high
19 rebounds.
"We knew it was a game we
really had to win," Jones said.
"But they're a veteran team with
all-star players and they really
didn't have anything to lose."
Clifford Rozier had 20 points
and 12 rebounds for the Warriors
(24-51), whose end-of-the-season
countdown reached seven games.
Injuries, trades, internal conflict
and a coaching change have made
this a traumatic season in
Oakland.
"A total cleansing, that's what
we're looking for," said Mullin,
who was playing in only his 18th
game due to injuries. "A lot of
guys have been placed in crazy

FROM PAGE 6
hour," Borders said. "You have
to keep things in perspective. The
salary I just signed for, you could
make $5 an hour for about 15
years and not make that kind of
money."
Players and agents say the
moves of the past week show the
current system of free agency and
salary arbitration can adjust to
changes in revenue. Owners
claim they lost $700 million in
revenue because of the strike.
"The irony of this labor dispute may be as follows," agent
Randy Hendricks said: "The
players say all along, 'We want
fair-market value and the clubs
should exercise restraint and
operate on a budget.' The owners
say,'We can't do that unless the
players give us artificial
mechanisms.'
"We have an eight-month
labor war. And the end result is
we have market-driven salaries
that are falling precipitously, and
the strike as of necessity forced
owners to adhere strictly to
budgets. The owners when committed enough can adhere to prudent business practices, but the
players because of loss of
paying
revenue
are
economically."
Even knowing television
revenue would be cut by more
than 50 percent in 1994, the average still increased 4.6 percent in
1993 and 8.6 percent in 1994, to
about $1.17 million.
There were several big free
agent deals last fall (Gregg Jefferies to Philadelphia for $20 million over four years and Jay Buhner re-signed with Seattle for
$15.5 million over three years).
But since the end of the 232-day
strike, Baltimore, Colorado, Florida and the New York Mets — all
high revenue clubs — have been
the only teams to commit to
multimillion, multiyear deals:
— Outfielder Larry Walker
signed with the Rockies for $22
million over four years and pitcher Bill Swift signed for $13.1
million over three.

Saturday, April 15 • 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
HOURLY SPECIALS ALL DAY LONG!!
$300

8-9 a.m.: Container Yews

$500 off

18-21" — Red, Lavender & Pink

* 11 a.m.-12 p.m.: Red Dogwoods
5 gal. Container

* 12-1 p.m.: White Birch
12-14' Tall

•1-2 p.m.: Birdnest Spruce
1 - 2 - 3 gal.

2-3 p.m.: Pygmy Barberry
IF

1 & 2 gal.

3-4 p.m.: Spreading Junipers

513 S. 12th St.

All Varieties
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753-4461
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Life Insurance Society ft

Holm Mar Omaha, Piervolka

Has a tight turning radii is and is
one of the most maneuierable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing lob

•

Five speed friction
power transfer
Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
From 25 to 42"-Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

DON'T PAY
AUGUST 1995
INTEREST FREE*
•$
9
4
9
99
INSTANT CREDIT
MODEL 260610 UP TO $3500
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can be locked In
for one year
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ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!

Quick response
steering system

41111.
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$150 off

•4-5 p.m.: Perennials

Woodmen's flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans.Theinitial guaranteed rate* for amountsover $5,000
is:

Holland Motor Sales

$200

2 gal.

turing?

Woodmen

25% off
$10°° ea.
50% off
25% off
50% off

* 10-11 a.m.: Rhododendron

SNAPPER

C

off

(2 & 3 gal.)

%
0

• Daily & Weekly' Rentals
• ('lean, Dependable Cars
• (all Us For Rates

tim of a failed coaching experiment last year with the Dallas
Masericks. And, you don't mention the name Quinn 113 ()(h
Buckner in Dallas and expect to
walk away without a limp

Murray State has taken a fess
jabs for not giving Macy an inter
view, hut athletic director Mike
Strickland said from the first day
that this was not for people looking to explore their options. You
had to be a serious contender to
make the Final Six.
Former Kentucky coach Joe B
Hall said on Monday that Macy
was the difference, going was worthy of an interview.
"I think he's worth looking at
8-for-18 from the field, 12-for-17
from the free throw line and hit- for anything," said Hall, who
won a national championship at
ting both 3-point attempts.
"Mullin is playing the way he Kentucky in 1978 with Macy at
can and Sprewell decided he point guard. "For him to apply .1
wanted to play tonight," Maver- just thought they'd be highly
icks coach Dick Motta said. "I interested. But I know him and
can't remember them missing a they don't."
Someday Macy could make a
3-pointer in the third quarter.
They played well and deserved to great coach, but Murray State, in
1995, is not the right place.
win."

-.mob

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Jim Crick
Woodmen Building
3rd & Maple, Murray
489-2322
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753-1725

1

AstA AUTO
RENTAL

NI Coach...

circumstances, through no fault
of their own. We'd like to play
like this every night."
Mashburn connected on
3-pointers on three consecutive
possessions and Jones added a
3-pointer the next time Dallas
had the ball toomove the Mavericks to 115-104 with 3:30 to play.
But that was as close as they got.
Sprewell, who missed last
Saturday night's game at San
Antonio with a sore right knee,

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16hp

You Make
How-To's
Happen on

7

199...

•Baseball...

Graf regains No. 1 from Vicario

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
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Toni Bohannon's class at North Elementary discussed different Christmas celebrations Pictured are Terry Adams, Scott Johnson, James
Scott, Courtney Todd, Bohannon and Liza Marran.

stak
plans

Nancy Overby, second from left, discussed spina bifida and how braces
aid her son, Kyle. Also pictured are Rebecca McCoy and Joey Winningham, primary students in Doll Redick and Sheila Nance's class at East
Elementary.

Primary students In Tammy Contri's class at Southwest Elementary
enjoyed making and eating "dirt," which was actually pudding. Murray
State University participants taught the students about the different layers of the earth, complete with gummy worms. Pictured are Kelsey
Sykes, Benjamin Tidwell and Zachary White.
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Murray Postmaster Mark Kennedy visited Toni Bohannon's and Karen
Crick's classes at North Elementary and discussed stamp collecting.

Calloway County Preschool students in Penny French's class enjoy eating pizza Mx flying kites.
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Kyle Anderson Identifies parts of the body on the anatomy apron for
classmates Crystal Brumley, Michael Birdsong, Samantha O'Brien and
Danny McCuistion. They are students at East Elementary.

Students in Anita Harper's class at North Elementary have enjoyed discovering many fascinating things about dinosaurs. Eric Ramsey is
shown with his model of a brontosaurus.
_

Calloway County Preschool parents read books to their children, who
earned Book-it coupons from Pizza Hut As a result, students were able
to enjoy pizza in Penny French's class.

Bryan Glisson, a fourth grader at Southwest Elementary, gets an opportunity to pet a red-tailed hawk following a special program by Gene
Boaz. The unit on birds will end with a trip to Reelfoot Lake where
students will view eagles.

Calloway County Preschool students In Penny French's class learn to
plant a garden outside their classroom.

The students In Karen Falwell's class created their favorite dinosaurs
out of Model Magis. This activity concluded their four-week study of
dinsaurs. Pictured are Joey Galmiche, Elisha Burris, Kayla Brown, Jana
Smith and Logan Seay.
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The fourth graders at Southwest Elementary have been studying the
rain forrest, the southwestern states and nutrition. Pictured are Mandy
Causey, Anthony Scarborough, Paula Rader and daughter Angle, and
Summer Williams.

Chasity Pryor, Tera Pardue and Chelsea Morris, primary students at
East Elementary, blow out the 100 candles representing the 100th day
of' school.

- TEACHING/TUTORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS'

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administratibe staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the stafTof
the Ledger tic Times. Space allocated for each school district Is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Ni•i\r‘

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS

M-F

Students In Penny French's class planted a garden outside at the Calloway County Preschool Center. Pictured are Kelsey Weaver, Allen Cook,
Miranda Alton and Tasha Beard.
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Your child's education is very

•
Mary Janice Cooper
New'Owner
20 Years Teaching Txpenence
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We Carry a Full Line of

Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center

SuLy's Zpl)
.

119 S. 4th St. • Murray • 753-5968
10:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m. M-110.-00 a.m.-4.1)0 p.m. Sat.

Visit us In
the Southside

important to us. That is why we
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carry a large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
Come by and see the many different
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Card's & Gifts
titles we have to offer.

Shopping Center

READMORE

753-6798

BOOK-N-CARD v.*

Chestnut Hills
Murray
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'MEET ladies from
ORIENT & WORLDWIDE!"
Friendship Office Box
42117, Acadia P0,Calgary. Canada, T2J 7A6
.(Tel 403-271-4654)
1995 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
sundanzed in 10
plans and we wnte
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $716 in
1995.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
"our 33rd year of service"

Node*

10-55% OFF
The Willows
Studio & Gifts
10-6 T-Sat. 1-6 Sea.
Hwy. 121 New Cesar* t
c./
MEET quality singles Down
Singles
Home
615-993-2000
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Toes Pizza, salads
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800 649 3804
A

NOW AVIULABLE
0161141 SAITUITF SYSII

WARD
41,t4M,ELKINS
Court Square Murree • 153.1713

C & C
Nursery
*LANDSCAPING
•Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

753-2993
Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

ALPINE
•Nxidordrosgaist.

clario •

Tapes

B

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center

753-0113

Hodge and Noel
"The Income Tar Professionals"
INDIVIDUAL• BUSINESS• FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE• PAYROLL• SALES TAX •CORPORATE
Wf OFFER

MONK
fihfiffFILING
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

Angie's Shrubs & Ideas
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
We're open late.
Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wad. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign!
Owners Chants Gluson & Moe (Thwean) Glisson
753-6773 attar 3:30 for Information

*** ATTENTION ***
BUSINESS, PROFESSIONAL
AND
INDEPENDENT AGENTS
SELECT SERVICES PRESENTS
'M PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
Our Voice- Activated S rosin allows you to cilia code numba.
receive and leave messages. reply to messages and forward
calls to another telephone or notify your pas& You have 24
hour availability, *aunty, and pnvacy Improve customer
service. inter office effic-rency and/or use u an additional
inexpensive business or pc:none' telephone line

V!? PROFESSIONAL MESSAGING
W1T11
• No Expensive Equipment To Buy
• Private Access • 24 Flour Availability
• Eliminates Telephone Tag
• Call Forwarding
• Pager Service • Pager Notification
• No Contrary Tapes Or Machines To Mess With!
• No Lirrit On Number Of Messages Received
• Services Starting At $10(10 Per Month

Call Select Services at 753-0498

SAA

060

020

Full Set Acrylic Nails
$20

Hot Wu Manicure $13
Fringe Benefits
753-1137

Quaid, Law..

4 Lutelscape Stfl

Laborers
Needed
Call Mon -Fri.
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

PSYCHIC reading by Sue
502-335-3004 $1 00 per
minute

753-5726

RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand
clothes Mon Sat, 9am5pm We also do alterations 121 Bypass Murray
753-6981

PAINTERS Must have
2yrs or more experience
Steady work, apply at
Black's Decorating Center,
701S 4th St, Murray or call
753-0839

RESIDENTIAL Assistant &
subs for the Murray & Mayfield area. Applicants need
to be mature adults with
experience working with individuals with mental
retardation/developmental
disabilities who have chal050
lenging behaviors Shift
Lost
work evenings, nights,
And Found
weekend. High school dipLOST: Red and white neu- loma or GED required.
tered male cat and a white Send resume to: P.O. Box
(with a few gray spots) 322, Benton, KY 42025
spayed female cat. Missing (please reference the area
off Harmon Rd., in the vac- and position in which you
inity of New Providence. are applying).
Call 492-8613 or 753-6309.
SECRETARY/ Bookkeeper
wanted: Looking for neat
050
and organized person exHelp
perienced with computers,
Wanted
payroll and payroll taxes.
CASHIER wanted Murray Please call 753-9654 from
Citgo. Part time afternoons 9-5 or 753-9070 after 5pm
& full time midnights. Call to set up an appiontrnent
for information. 753-3195.
WILDLIFE/ Conservation
COMPUTER users Jobs. Game wardens, secneeded. Work own hours. urity, maintence, etc No
$20K to $50K/yr. 24 Hours exp. necessary. Now hiring . For info call
714-251-3311x486.
(219)794-0010 ext. 7159
DENTAL Hygentist needed 8am-10pm. 7 days
part time. Send resume to
Dr. William Pasco, 1653
070
Calloway St., Murray, Ky
Domestic
42071.
& Childcare
WATKINS! World- famous
products, extracts, spices,
personal care plus FREE
mail- order catalog. Call
1-502-395-1913 Cindy Independent Representative

Full or Part Time
Help Needed
Apply

Owen's Food
Market
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

Home
Furnishings

(1) 8WK OLD male Monks
tore Schnauzer, color salt &
pepper 502-436-5439 call
evenings

QUEEN size bedroom
suite new comforter set
$750 759-9678

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759-9752
150
Articles
For Sole
3 TON Coleman mobile
home air unit, $400 obo
Call 759-9752
5FT metal construction job
492-8516 or
box
762-7221
BLUE formal dress with
gdid jacket (size 14), $125.
2 vacuums, $10 each. Ski/
row machine, $25. 2 twin
beds w/frames,$15 each.6
drawer dresser, $30. Small
commercial microwave,
$50. 2 Raton chairs with
matching glass top table,
$125. Call 435-4593 after
3pm.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446.
FOR sale tanning beds
10am- 6pm 753-1300
HOME and commercial
suntan beds. Wholesale
prices on new and used
beds, also a complete line
of lotions, parts, lamps and
acrylics. Bob Allen
or
7 5 3 - 4 29 9
1-800-633-3459.

NEW metal siding & roofCLEANING houses is my ing. Cover 36 cut to length
business. Reliable and ex- in 10 colors, galvanized
perienced, references. Call and galvalume. Secondary
Linda 759-9553.
if available. Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
MOTHER of two will do 489-2724.
babysitting in my home af- PIONEER hand held portternoons, $1/hr 1 child, able cellular phone, leather
$1.50/hr for two. 498-6137. case, charger, extra bat-

HAIR stylist needed Apply
in person Kut-n Kurl
753-1682
MARTHA'S Restuarant accepting applications Apply
in person afternoons Mon
Fri, ask for John

FORMAL dining
suite, 6 u
wi
usSOLD otector,

EXPERIENCED carpenter
in framing & finish work.
436-2766.
FULL time x-ray tech
needed for busy physician's office. Send resume
to PO Box 1040S, Murray,
Ky 42071.

MURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting applications for teachers,
grades K-6. Call 759-1555
for application.
NEEDED Detail man for
clean up shop 753-0509
NOW hiring day cooks &
car hops Apply in person
Sonic Drive In, Murray
NURSES Aide full time
Prefer CMA or CNA 3pm
11pm shift Pleasant atmosphere, good working con
ditions Apply in person No
phone calls please EOE
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr
PART time kitchen/ counter
help Mon Fri Apply at
Pam's 410 Main St No
phone calls please
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light Indust
nal work & general laborers
in Murray. Ky and Paris. Tn
beginning at $5/hr & up
Must apply at the Village
Office Center next door to
Cams Jeep Eagle on Hwy
641 North between the
hours of Sam 5pm

Computers

Farm
Equipment

DIESEL motor, 25hp, air
CASH paid for good, used cooler, electric start $600
pisrifles, shotguns. and
436-2071
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, TOBACCO barns for sale
10am- 6pm 753-1300
Murray

WILL babysit in my home, tery, new condition, in box,
have experience Call $150. His/ hers Schwinn
lOsp touring bicycles, per753-2087.
fect condition, $100 each
WILL do housecleaning, of- 759-1259.
fice & house boats. Experience & references. Call QUEEN size bed with
frame. Queen size sofa
Eve. 474-2131.
sleeper, microwave with
cabinet, car alarm system.
inn
492-8615.
Business
Opportunity
SOLARIUM/ sun room exFOR sale: Shop approx cellent condition, used on
2000sq.ft,onV. acre. lmi restuarant, 40ft long will sell
S.E. of Murray. Office, bath half $3,250 or whole
inside drain, gas heat, $6,500. 502-274-5649.
$28,000. 753-0062
USED student desk, used
FRANCHISE for sale- May- wood chairs, also hand
field, Paris, Benton 10am- strip & refinished furniture.
George Hodge 806 Col6pm 753-1300.
dwater Rd. Murray.
LOCAL retail clothing store
for sale in Murray. Send
1c,5
inquiries to, P.O. Box
1040R, Murray, Ky 42071.
Applanoss
WOULD you like to get SPEED Queen Whirlpool
involved in one of the great- washers & dryers, coin opest business opportunities erated 753-8221 8am- 12
available today? We are noon or 1 - 30- 5pm
involved in over 100 billion 753-8668
dollar industry U of L coach
Denny Crum said of busi160
ness his is the easiest way
Home
to make money I've seen &
Furnngs
I've never seen an easy
way, but this is " Investment ANTIQUE post bed, chest
is less than $203, but you of drawers, $200 firm
can earn more than that the 753-6435
first week in business. It
dresser & matchhas unlimited potential. Cal DOUBLE
ing chest, desk, coffee
Mark 753-9786 for more
table couch, credenza mir
information.
roc, lamps 753-7704

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience, free supplies, information, no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Alamo Dept 8407,
Bandera Rd., Suite
133-216, San Antonio, Tx
78250.

320

160
Want
To Buy

Help
Wanted

COMPUTER SALES
4010
SERVICE- TRAINING
HAWKINS RESEARCH. FOR sale 2 sofa beds, real
nice condition 436-5614
753-7001..
FUTON
(bed- sofa) unfinLOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DI- ished wood frame with
XIELAND SHOPPING splash print cover, less
than 2yrs old, $75 Call
CENTER THIS MAY.
759-4517.

Is it a MAN?
Or is it a WOMAN?
No — IT'S PAT!!!
No — actually, IT'S MONA IN
DISGUISE!!!
But MO MO it really won't work,
You can dye it, you can stuff it,
you can even run,
But whatever you do, wherever
you hide
WE WILL CELEBRATE YOUR
BIG 40
MAY 11ThI IS FAST
APPROACHING
BE READY MURRAY!!

Heavy
Equipment

200
Sports
Equipment
Of

NICE 2br on large private
lot, 7mi East of Murray Call
Linzy Beane resident
436-2582
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
2115

FOR sale 20004b forklift,
tow motor, triple action, excello nt condition
502-753-5561

GUNS buy, sell
436-5650

4 2BR trailers $165$2301mo with lease and
deposit. water, sewer,
mowing and trash pick-up
included Located in Gro759-2570 or
gan s
753-3860

Mobil*
Horns Lots For Rent
NEW park, newer model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pickup & aty water $100/mo
492-8488

trade

TAYLOR made mid size
burner irons, 2-SW like
new, new price $729, will
sell $375. 753-7419.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Miscellaneous
PAGEANT Girls 4- 19 for
1995 Miss KY Coed/Teen/
Preteen/Princess Pageant.
For brochure call
1-800-484-2080 Ext.
*7711 or (502)781-2225.
$10,000 in prizes.
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

1000 SO. FT new building
suitable for retail, office or
beauty shop. Call
753-0035.
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612

Arriat
ia

Apartments
For Rent

NEW 2br duplex with car
port & storage $425/rno
753-7951

GRAY Arabian gelding, Icks
of training, show & trail
horse, great personalit,,
436 5572

NEW 4br duplex, 2'4 bath,
appliances, garage, w/d
hook-up, now available,
,S635/mo (12 mo lease)
New 3br duplex, 2 bath,
appliances, garage, wid AFRICAN Pygmy Hedge
°act,
$60
hook-up, available May 1, hog,
$625/mo (12 mo lease) 901 642 0916 in no answcr
2BR apt. $245 1BR apt leave message
$235 Downtown now avail
AKC COCKER Spani-31
able Deposit required, no puppies. 2 black females, 1
pets. 753-4937, 436 2741 buff male, $75 759 9320
nights.
DOG Day Afternoon
NICE 2br apartment stove 759-1768
& refrigerator, available
May 1st, 105 N 16th St no HAVE an obedient safe
pets, $375 plus deposit dog for show or home
Day 753-1953 night Classes or private lesson
Serving Murray for cA, r
753-0870
12yrs 436-2858
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous- PEG'S Dog Groomin
ing. Apply in person at 753-2915
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between Sam-12noon No
Public
phone calls please Equal
Sal•
Housing Opportunity.
ROOMMATE wanted A
two bedroom apt close to
campus $135/mo 4-, utilities. Call 753-1554
UPSTAIRS apt 2br
$350/mo, stove. refrogera
tor. 759-4104

Houses
For Rent

32n
Apartments
For Rent
1,2,38D apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR apt furnished, available April 1st, $200/mo plus
deposit, no pets. 121 N.
next to fairgrounds.
753-3139.

12x52 2br new underpin
ning, new doors. Call
489-2061.

1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient. No pets.
$285/mo +deposit.
12x60 2BR w/d hook-up, 753-8848 before 9pm.
very nice, fully set-up on
1 LARGE bedroom apt with
rented lot, $4750
carpet, water & garbage
753-6012
paid, $240/mo. 221 Wood14x70 2BR 2 bath, like new. lawn. 436-5325.
489-2161 after 7pm
1 OR 2br apts. near down1974 12x50 2BR 1 bath, town Murray. 753-4109
gas at Shady Oaks Thaler
Park, asking $3000 Call 1 ROOM efficiency, very
near MSU, partial utilities
759-9382 after 5pm.
furnished. Available now.
1990 14x70 2BR 2 bath on Coleman RE, 753-9898.
wooded lot 489-2161 after
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
7pm
Olive. Utilities furnished.
1991 BUCKANEER 16x80, Share kitchen, living room
3br 2 bath, must sell, & bathroom facilities. Walk
$18,000 obo. 759-1817.
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR trailer 753-9866
2 bath duplex, ap3BR 2 bath, central h/a, 2BR
pliances furnished, w/d
stove, refrigerator, dishook-up, central h/a,
hwasher, front porch,
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
underpinning, must sell,
year lease, no pets.
must be moved. $10,700.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
753-0231
2BR duplex off 94E,
BUY from our huge inven$240/mo deposit, no pets
tory or custom order your 753-8848 before 9,pm
new home!! Our pledge, if
you compare construction, 2BR duplex in Northwood
insulation, options and set- 759-4406
up, you will find that Dinkins
will have your best housing 2BR duplex lyr old, appliances furnished, w/d
value!! Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E, hook-up, no pets, lease reParis, Tn 1-800-642-4891. quired. 759-1476 after
6pm. Available May 15th.
MUST sell 12x60 2br newt),
remodeled, South Marshall 2BR Embassy Apartments,
Area must be moved, central gas heat, available
now $300/mo Coleman
$3500 obo 618-377-3322
RE, 753-9898
NEW spring &summer
hours 8 to 8 Mon thru Fri., 8 2BR townhouse, Southto 6 Sat., 1 to 6 Sun. Shop wood Dr , includes apwhere the big selections pliances, $410 plus depoand bargins are. Dinkins sit 753-1266
Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy 2BR upstairs apt No pets,
Tn refrigerator, stove furnParis,
79E,
1-800-642-4891.
ished 4 miles out 121 S
OWNER financing, must be $285/mo plus deposit
moved 1992 Southridge 489-2296.
2br 2 bath, 14x60. EXTRA nice 2br duplex
759-1856
with carport, gas heat, appliances, no pets, deposit &
280
lease. 1817 Ridgewood
Mobile
$425 753-7457
Homes For Rent
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake2BR mobile home, C h/a, land Westly Village, lbr
water furnished $275/mo apartment, utilities inColeman RE, 753-9898
cluded, rent based on inSMALL trailer for rent come 55 & older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
474-8056
O pportunity
502-354-8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting applications for 1-2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEAR University, available
May 1 Deluxe, 1st floor apt
2br & Irving room, extra
large with fine quality, plush
carpet Kitchen dinette has
range refrigerator, dis
poser and Wel hook up
Four roomy closets central
, h/a, clean, ready to move
in Recently repainted
$340/mo 753 4560 9am
5Prn

2BR 1 bath, with shower,
gas heat, carport, great in
town location, lmo deposit,
$400/mo, no pets
753-7920.
2BR with stove & refrigerator, gas heat, 8mi W. of
Murray, no pets 435-4294.
3BR 1 bath house with
carport & garage, stove &
refrigerator furnished,
close to university in quiet
neighborhood. 753-2480.
4BR home 3 bath in town
$600/mo plus deposit, 6
blocks from university Call
618-533-1428 leave message, will return call.
360
For Rem
Or Lease
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905,
753-7536
370
Livestock
& Supplies
LAYING hens. 753-6446

7 Party
Garage Sale
Wed..Thurs.-Frl.
94 East to 280 pass Miller
Coll Course 2nd road on
right (Wright Road)1 mile
2nd house on left.
Clothes, lamp, shades, dishes, glassware, crafts,
washer, dryer, electric
stove, curtains, bikes, decorating items, women
clothes size 3-4 Something ior everyone.
420
Home
Loans
ABLE Mortage "Refinance
specialist" bad credit osl
1-800-715-5222

no
Real
Estate
1416 MICHELLE Drive- 2br
2 full bath duplex, utility.
kitchen with all appliances,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, microwave and
disposal, gas heat, electric
air 2yrs old, very nice, most
see to appreciate. Shown
by appointment only. Call
527-2370 or 753-0262.
1%, ACRES Hwy 121, 3mi
South of New Concord, 90f1
$ 7 ,000
well,
1-313-654-9117
APPROX. 4V, acres We:t
of Lynn Grove, new well
753-4761
DUPLEX on Northwood
Dr., $87.500. Each side
2br, central h/a, appliances, w/d hook-up.
deck, excellent rental history. 436-5725.

America's Second Car

llglg Duckling
Miamogy.
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment .4'Illiii
502-759-1333

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that will pay for someone to
take care of you in your own
home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we can
provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.
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News
For lisa

Loll
Peril,
2 LOTS for safe in Preston
Heignts at utilities avau
able lot sizes 100x230
each 753 9741

HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502 489 2266
JUST listed 2br 1 bath
baseboard heat reai nice
home near lake Wiison
Real Estate 753 5086
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

33 ACRES stocked lake
enced pasture green
house 14)(70 3or mobile
home Coleman Real Es
tate 753-9898

MINI Mini Farm, 2 8 acres

3 5 mass from town Large
remodeled country home
WANTED Waterfront 3br 2 bath oak kitchen &
prim:arty- 2 or 3br with or custom features throughwithout dock Preferred out Just reduced,
price range $80,000 to $129900 Call Mur Cal
$125,000 753-1492 Cen Realty 753-4444
tury 21 Loretta Jobs

Realtors.
Homes
For Us

415

Lake
Property

2BR 1 /4 bath bock, very
nice central h/a sunporch,
just outside city, $67,900
Coleman RE 753-9898

2 BEAUTIFUL water fron
lots with existing dock &
total lake frontage of 293ft
looking straight down main 2BR 1 bath cedar siding
channel Panaramic view of home on 2 acres Has 14
garage, in
Ky Lake with excellent wa- car detached
$48,000
Grove
area,
Lynn
ter Call Kopperud Realty
message
753-1222 MLS/3000288 Call and leave
435-4399
BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
Ky Lake,
underground city utilities in- 2BR cottage near
Coleman RE
$49,500
Last
available
cluding gas
753-9898
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesbor- 3BR 2 bath, city water,
ough, $13,900 753-2339 central h/a, will sell or trade
WATERFRONT lot near for mobile home. 489-2161
Murray, good year around after 7pm.
water, installed water line, 3BR duplex for sale
restricted subdivision 753-5114 Of 753-7947
759-4410
FISHERMAN special, 2br 1
bath large lot, double gar440
age, 1 block from lake,
Lots
Blood River boat dock,
For Sale
$36,003. 436-5325.
BY owner large A acre lot
in Woodg ate Subdivision,
all city utilities included. Restrictions apply. Priced
$16.900 Call David King
753-8355 Mon- Fri,
759-9854 nights &
weekends

New 3 BR-2 Bath
$67,500
Inside City

733-3561

D & M Lawn
Service

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
aty subdivision 4BR, 2A
baths features Marvin
windows 17tt foyer ceiling,
white kitchen columns
fvepiace. Ole and hardwood
floors cultured mart* hot
tub, dock & more Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040

FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
new duplex, Fall Brook
Sub. Rental income
$1100Vmo, Price $123,000.
492-8516 or 762-7221.
H'JMElorsale.f5br,1.4
bath, family room, dining
room, living room, big
kitchen, $87,990
753-6235.
NEW affordable homes,
2-3br in aty Starts at mid
50's, finanang available,
payments less than rent
Sidewalks, storm sewers,
curbs & all underground
utilities 753-4444.
NEW by owner, extremely
well buitt, very spacious
4br, 3 bath home in Preston
Heights, 2018 Carol Dr.,
large living room,extremely
nice kitchen, custom cabinets with large dining
area, 14x28 bonus room
By appointment only.
753-5677.
NEW home 3br 2 bath on 1
acre lot, priced in the 60's,
will sell or trade. 489-2161
after 7pm.

Motorcycles

Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates

1980 YAMAHA IT 175,
good shape. Call
753-2087.

Call
759-1449
Leave Message

1981 HONDA GL-500
Silvenving, $1595 obo. Call
753-0331 after 5pm.
490

Mclileng Tree Service claw Ser*e
Hedge Trimming
Light Hauling, Etc
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Used
Cars
1974 DODGE maxi van, 15
passenger, 360 engine,
$1,750. 492-8247 after
5pm.
1983 BUICK Regal, V-6,
$800. 436-2071.
1984 FORD LTD wagon.
$800, obo. 492-8198.
1986 PEUGEOT 505 STI
maroon with grey leather
interior, $2000. 1978 Chevrolet pick-up straight six,
3sp on column, $1,200.
Both run well. 753-6709.
1988 BONNEVILLE SE,
87,XXX miles, very nice.
753-6984 or 753-1151.

For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us
nwnernin
Alan

492-8707

1988 CHEVROLET Celebrity 4dr, perfect starter or
second car, $3000. Call
753-8848 before 8prn.
1988 TORONADO Trofeo'
every available option including moonroof and
leather interior, 91,XXX,
$5,500 obo. 435-4171.
1991 CAMARO convertible
white/black, loaded, one
owner. 395-6357 leave
message

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See jrO Showroom •
Murray (Wins Bunny Breed)

**Sunbury

753-5940

1991 MITSUBISHI Eclipse,
excellent condition, very
sporty, very economical,
priced to sell 753-7749 ask
for Bob
1993 XLT FORD Explorer,

4x4, low miles, mint condition, $19,000. 753-1493.
1994 2DR Pontiac Grand
Prix Se, ABS, dual airbags,
loaded, Metallic blue exterior, dark grey interior,
22,XXX miles, still under
factory warranty, tinted windows, Alpine Security System, $15,250. Call
753-2693 after 6pm.
495

Vans

$55,9ØØ
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq.
ft. BRICK home. Three bedrooms, 2 full
baths,28'great room,eat-in kitchen,large
master suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace,
central heat & air and many more amenities. Custom built on crawl space. Garage, basement and other options available.
Now offering A t
AYLOR BUILDING
100%
Money-Back
Guarantee,
Ask For Details

CORPORATION
of America
Own 74(5) SsiiiØ.4 Cuiromen

1985 BLUE Chevy raised
roof Gladiator conversion
van, with lots of extras,
local, one owner, $5,850.
Call Bill Kopperud
753-1222 day, 753-6620
evening.
1989 FORD Aerostar van,
V-6, auto, air, p/s, p/b,
cruise, am/fm tape,
110,XXX miles, $4,350
436-5610
1989 PLYMOUTH Voyager, 7 passenger, V-6, asking $4,500 Call after Eipm
753-6063.
500

Used
Trucks

Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502) 554-3267

1972 CHEVY custom de
six@ 350 auto pis pb
extra sharp, $3,800 firm
Serious inquires only
759-9711 after 6pm
1976 CHEVY swb, with topper, $900 753-8342
1980 DATSON 4x4, blue
truck Asking $1000 Call
after 5pm 753-8341

16,4 FT Wellcraft run
about new inboard MOO(

nice 759-2338
1982 165 BASS tracker
with 25hp Mercury, $1650
Cal 435-4010
530

_1

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Coln Service Com
plate inttaNanon and set
vice
Call Gary at
759-4754

1977 CHEVY C-30 1Y. ton
suspension, 4wd, utility
bed, $4800 753-8091

Services
(Awed

lerfkes
Casted
MOBILE home painting
town or country tree MO
mates 436 5536
MOODY'S mower repair,
pick up and delivery
753-5668
MULCH delivered
area 436-5560

Murray

ROTO Tilling, gardens

landscapes Experienced,
responsible 753-0611 after 5 30pm
SEAMLESS gutters in
staled, residential or commercial, Sanaa Gutter Co
753-6433
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674 Stella, KY.
SUREVVAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
, of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690
TREE trimming, carpentry,
gutter cleaning Clean out
sheds, attics Free estimates Paul Lamb
436-2269, 436-2102.

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center deaning

By Pe

servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Almo Open 9-12 1-5,
Mon.-Fn., 753-0530

DEA
inforn
period

WILL mow yards & other
yard work Call 437-4071
WINDOW air conditioning
repairs/ cleaning. 753-5958
'get your unit ready'
WINDOW & door repair &
replacement Senior Cit
discount. 759-1799.

Service.
PAINTING int ext Spring
Offered
CUSTOM bulldozing and speaals All types of home
1987 FORD Ranger 4wd, Al Al A TREE SERVICE backhoe work septic sys
repair, free estimates Call
auto trans. Phone hedge tnmming, landscap- toms, 354-8161 after 4pm anytime 436-5032
(502)492-8403.
ing, mulching & mulch haul- Horace Shots'
ing, gutter cleaning Clean- CUSTOM tilling & small PLUMBING repairman with
1988 CHEVROLET 1 ton
same day service Call
up junk, garbage Odd jobs. bush hogging 489-2995
Mated, 80,XXX mites, all
436-5255
also Al househicl moving
electric 492-8900.
Free estimates Tim Lamb DAVID'S cleaning ser- YARD mowing, free estivices We clean vinyl, brick, mates. 753-6344
1992 C1500 GMC pickup, 436-5744.
drive ways, sidewalks, moauto, a/c, 20,XXX miles,
bile homes, R.V. 759-4734
one owner, like new
Ross Roofing
753-7275.
D & D Lawncare 489-2296
Residential-Commerce'
1993 CHEVY Cheyenne
finishing, reReferences
black, 6cyl, 28,XXX miles, ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- DRYWALL,
pairs, additions and blowROO Estimates
lwb, warranty, aluminum niture repair & custom ing
ceilings. 753-4761.
Fully Insured
8 am.-5 pm.
wheels, automatic, excel- woodworking. 753-8056.
759-1859
lent condition, $12,800.
EXPERIENCED
drywall
Monday Friday
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: finishing. References avail762-2720.
Factory trained by 3 major able. Call Jerry Perkins at A-1 Tree professionals
8
a m 11 a.m.
I'M BAAAAACK- complete
SHARP Ford F250 maroon manufacturers All work 436-2060
tree
sprayStump
removal,
care,
professional
tree
Saturday
with tinted windows, new and parts warranted. Ask
ing, serving Murray, Callo- deadwooding, topping,
wheels & tires, 76,XXX for Andy at The Appliance HANDYMAN Co. remodelsince
1980
way
County
ing and repairs, odd jobs, Free estimates 436-2247 pruning, complete removal,
Works, 753-2455.
miles. Phone 753-4122.
cabling, pests control, fertil- VINYL siding installed, trim
screen
decks, or 492-8737.
APPLIANCE SERVICE. electrical porches,
ization by JOHN BOYER. covered and replacement
etc.
474-8534.
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Former clients or new call windows, free estimates.
Lamb's
lawn
mowA
and
A
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- HERE it is! Reliable, effi- ing, light hauling, tree trim- 436-5334.
Call 435-4588 Or 753-6520.
perience. BOBBY cient lawn mowing at a ming, Mark. 436-2528.
HOPPER,
436-5848.
&
ConRemodeling
reasonable price. Call
RILEY
1976 WILDERNESS 1711
Joe's Mowing Service, ALL around yard work, struction. Garages, addicamper, roof air, awning, BACKHOE SERVICE
753-5643 for residential mowing, hauling, odd tions, porches, decks, roofnew tires, good condition, BRENT ALLEN septic tank
Jobs, trimming. 759-2338. ing, vinyl siding & trim, reand commercial lawns.
installation, repair, replace$2,300. 759-4017.
placement windows.
ment. 759-1515.
KITCHEN CABINET REALL around hauling, mowOwner
Jerry Riley. Phone
29' AIRSTREAM rear bath,
FACING. Make your old
ing, tree work, junk clean
Call
502-469-2907.
new interior, all systems BACKHOE Service - ROY new again with Formica All
up, cleaning out gutters
work, road ready. HILL Septic system, drive- colors,
753-1916
free estimates
Joe. 436-2867.
ROCKY Colson home reways, hauling, foundations, Wulff's
753-0114.
Recovery, Murray,
Paper will be
LAWN care, sheetrock fin- pair, plumbing, roofing, sidetc. 759-4664.
KY. 436-5560.
32 FOOT Holiday camper
ishing, painting, small car- ing & additions. All type
delivered that
$3000. Serious Inquires BACKHOE Service, com- LAMB Brothers Tree
penter repair Call home & mobile home reSerevening!
estimates.
pair.
Free
only. 502-759-4414.
plete foundations, septic vice,
489-2154.
502-436-5744.
474-2307.
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516, LAWN care, mowing & trim520
pager 762-7221.
ming. 436-2528.
Boats
- & Motors
4 BOB'S Plumbing Service
LAWNS

CLASSIFIED

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:

Miss Your
Paper?

NEW home; Coles Campmowed with push
Installation and repair, all mower. Call Chris Allen
ground Rd. 3br 2 bath, cen1982 BAJA 18ft, V-6,
tral gas & electric, 1000sq ft 175hp, inboard/outboard, work guaranteed. 759-1401.
753-1134 or 436-5832.
living area on 1.22 acres,
excellent condition, with
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
nice. Call Mur Cal Realty trailer, $6500. Days
BRYON'S lawn service. houses, mobile homes,
753-4444,
502-247-5814, night & free estimates. 759-1522. brick & vinyl, buildings,
NICE 2br brick home in weekends 502-247-3162
BUILDER, homes, addi- R.V.'s, sidewalks, free estiAlmo. Extra nice 28x32 1983 CHAMPION fish &
tions,
garages, founda- mates. (502)753-6490.
concrete block garage/ ski, 65hp, 15ft with trailer,
tions. Tripp Williams LICENSED for electric and
shop, double shaded lot $2500. 436-2071.
753-0563.
gas. 753-7203.
Reduced to sell at $25,000,
kAur Cal Realty 75174444. 1989 RANGER 361V, 150
MARC'S lawn service.
•
Moriner, Mag II motor, ran- BUSHHOGGING gardens, 753-6226, 753-4168.
driveways
plowed
disked,
•170
ger custom cover, loaded
MB GENERAL CONgraded. 437-4030.
with options. 750-1457.

Mowing & Trimming

t131-01herd, Tree Tnmrring
• •
Ouaity &rite
Free Estimates _*s Tree Removal
24 Hour S61763
Landscapiig

11111 Union
Clawed

Used
Trucks

1993 YAMAHA Waveruner CARPET CLEANING, by
3, excellent conditon, still KTN, free estimates.
under warranty. 753-0890. 753-4034.
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Attention

Class led Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each Monday in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad, regularly priced at $12.00, for

RE VE1
FRS-

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)
New rate effective April 1, 1995
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

STRUCTION & MAINTENCE: Carpentry, paint-

ing, electrical, plumbing,
siding, other & apart. maint.
FOR sale: Moving, must CARPORTS for cars and (502)436-2819 fax or
sell 1989 Stratos 20ft Pon- trucks. Special sizes for modem avail.
toon boat. E-Z loader motor home, boats, RVs
trailer, 60hp Johnson mo- and etc. Excellent protector, power trim, very low tion, high quality, excellent
miles, 12-24 OMC trolling value. Roy Hill 759-4664.
motor, 18gal tank, oil fuel
No Job Too Small
injector, Lowrance fish lo- CARROLL'S Custom garcator, am/fm radio & cas- den tilling, grader blade
sette, temperature guage, work, bush hogging lots,
estimates
flasher depth finder, two free
C. LYKINS Concrete financhors, rod holders, Bi- 502-492-8622.
mini top full storage cover, CHIM Chim Chimney ishing. Jobs big or small
or
custom seat covers, live Sweeps has 10% senior 502-247-3451
well, price $8,900. If inter- citizen discounts. We sell 559-0285.
ested call 474-2337 before chimney caps and screens. COOKSEY'S Plumbing
lOpm anyday.
435-4191.
service. 436-2667.

GUTTERS CLEANED
& REPAIRED

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

I Hi
ZILCH'
GOI

Visa and Master Card

527-7380

Social Security rep to visit

MasterCard

753-1916

Call Us Today!
<

f$4

WEDNESDAY,APRIL 12,1995
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE ing a course in a subject dear to your
•At retirement- at 65 for full
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: heart.
Fabulous family experiences lead to
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
new spiritual and emotional growth. not tire yourself out trying to solve a
reduced benefits. Sign up for
A truly golden summer lies ahead. problem that your intuition is
Medicare two or three months beLet employers know what you want already grappling with. Tomorrow
fore 65 even if there are no plans for
out of a career and what you have to may bring the answer. Wait a couple
retirement
offer in return. The financial and of days before confronting someone
•Anyone with a question or with a
romantic- choices you make now about a recent mistake.
report to make prior to the represenwill influence your fortunes for
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Your
tative's visit to the library may
years to come. Travel is important to efforts to heal a breach should conyour business aims. Do what you do tinue. Others will be inspired by
telephone the Mayfield Social Secbast, letting others handle the rest.
your good will. The presence of a
urity office at 247-8095.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON stalwart friend bolsters your spirits.
THIS DATE.: actress Shannen Confide only in people who have
Doherty, actor Andy Garcia, talk proven their loyalty.
show host David Letterman, bandSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
leader Lionel Hampton.
Too much talk or gossip could bothARIES (March 21-April 19): er you this morning. Working alone
•
The financial outlook seems may prove more productive. Seek
queen,the contract goes down two;if brighter. Doing a special favor for a the company of people who share
East dealer.
he plays the nine, he makes the young person wins you a friend for your interests this evening.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
contract.
life. Your career begins to move in
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
The question is how declarer can an exciting new direction. Romance 21): A good day to appear at your
A8•
'74
tell which play is correct. The an- may have to wait.
friendliest. A gentle approach will
•Q J 7 3
swer is simple - if he knows the
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): make your views more acceptable,
•K J 109 7
RuleofEleven.Declarer's main prob- All things are possible when you especially as regards the future.
lem is to determine East's heart research situation carefully and Welcome a quiet evening at home.
EAST
WEST
holding. If East started with four devise a specific plan of action. Let A good video or book relaxes you.
+ J96 32
•10 5 4
hearts, South makes the contract your home reflect your interests and
•K 10 8 6 5 3
V AJ
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
•98 4
whatever he plays all he loses is aspirations.
•K 6 2
19): Work could be the best cure for
4862
four heart tricks. If East started
+4
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Do those who have suffered a disapSOUTH
with A-J-x, South goes down what- not expect much return from a pro- pointment. Take steps to provide for
ever he does because the defense ject unless you have contributed to it your long-term financial future.
•K Q 7
scores the first five tricks.
•Q 9 2
in a major way. Enrolling in high- Retirees will find great relief in havThis leaves only two situations tech courses could boost your earn- ing a tidy sum in the bank.
• A 105
where declarer's play makes a dif- ing power. Update your resume this
*A Q53
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ference: the one where East has A-J weekend.
The bidding:
Financial matters claim your attendoubleton(in which case South must
East
South West North
CANCER (June 21-July 22): If tion. A conservative approach to
duck to make the contract), and the you need an item or anything else of investing is your best protection
1 NT
Pass
p NT
Pass
one where East has A-J-10tripleton an unusual nature, examine the against scams. Adopt measures that
Opening lead-six of hearts.
(in which case South must cover to newspaper ads. Consider all the can be carried out without undue
The outcome of a contract fre- stop the suit from being run).
leads that are offered. Once you risk.
According to the Rule of Eleven, have put your financial house in
quently hinges on the play of one
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
card. Consequently, when declarer declarer can tell by subtracting six order, anxiety disappears.
The emphasis now is on protecting
is faced with a situation where his (the card led)froni 11,thatthe North,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Selling the privacy of your loved ones and
decision as to which card to play may East and South -hands contain five a business idea will be easier if you close friends. Keep your emotions in
make or break the contract,he should cards higher than the six.
avoid displaying an eccentric atti- check if confronted by a difficult
Since those five cards-dummy's tude. An earlier interest in education individual.
direct all his energies to solving that
seven, South's Q-9 and East's A-J- is revived. Consider taking or teachproblem.
Consider this deal where West are all accounted for at trick two, it
TODAY'S CHILDREN are enthusiastic, multi-talented and inclined to
leads a heart against South's three follows that East could not have
mull
things over before making a decision. Detail-oriented and meticulous,
notrurnp contract. East wins with started with A-J-10 and that the
these
deliberate Aries can drive people up the wall with their habit of slowly
South
blocking
the
suit is to
the ace and returns the jack.
only chance of
weighing
every word and action in advance. Scope is needed for these Aries
must now decide whether to play the duck and hope East was dealt the Ato
fully
their talents. They are likely to perform better in a large
exercise
nine or the queen. If he playa the J doubleton.
arena than_in a small pond:Good organizers, these efficient people have a
Tomorrow: Probability becomes certainty.
real gift for successfully combining career with family life.
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, April
25, 10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least
two weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see

FO

A

if survivor benefits can be paid.
•When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.

A Crucial Decision

MA

MURRAY LEDGER 1 TIMES

DR. GOTT
Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR G011' I would like some
information on angioedema I have
periods of swelling in different parts
of my body and never know when this
Is going to happen It itches, spreads
and painfu! My doctor has me on
prednisone for control and I take oral
contraceptives Is there a connection
between the angioedema and the
birth control medication?
DEAR READER. Angioedema, the
presence of huge hives that cause
swelling of the skin and underlyIng
tissues, is often the consequence of
allergic reactions to insect stings.
medication, or certain foods such as
shellfish); some forms are inherited.
Angioedema is diagnosed by its
characteristic appearance, although
blood tests are often used to identify
factors that trigger or worsen the
allergic reaction.
Prednisone (a form of cortisone)
and antihistamines are usually prescribed to lessen symptoms of
swelling and itching. Androgens (male
hormones), such as stanozol, are
helpful in treating hereditary
angioedema.

is

Because almost any drug has the
potential to produce angioedema.
our birth control medication is a pos
sible culprit albeit an unlikely one
Ask your doctor about this
To get at the cause of your
angioedema. you should be examined
and tested by an allergist Request a
referral from your family physician
DEAR DR (OTT I've been diagnosed with pernicious anemia and get
a BI2 shot once a month What will
happen ill can't get this shot on a
timely basis? Will I get progressively
tired and unable to cope? How does
the disease respond in this instance?
DEAR READER: Due to an inherited absence of a vital protein (called
-intrinsic factor") in the stomach lining, some people are unable to absorb
vitamin 812 from their diets. This vit
amin is necessary for blood formation
and nerve function. Thus, in its
absence, such people develop anemia
and nerve damage.
Known as "pernicious anemia,"
because in the past it was uniformly
fatal, this condition — although incurable — is completely treatable using
B12 injections. The injected vitamin
bypasses the intestinal blockage and

satisfactorily compensates for the
missing intrinsic factor Patients with
pernicious anemia need 812 shots
about once a month
Without the injections, you will
gradually become deficient in vitamin
1312. leading to anemia. weakness. lassitude, abdominal pain, weight loss,
poor coordination, depression. personality changes. and other consequences.
Because the treatment of pernicious anemia is uniformly successful,
I urge you to continue the BI2 injections on the schedule suggested by
your doctor

DR. GOTT

BLON DIE
COFFEE

I JUST' WANTED
TO GIVE YOU
A CHOICE

CALVIN and HOBBES

-MINK OV ALL NE WORK \T
COUl.DIAT TCOK To DEVELOP NE MOTOR
BEN 1-lAN WiSaF OVER' SK\US NECESSAR1 TO HOLD
ES WoJUNT FOUS A CRA1ON, 10 PLACE NE 1W
I CoULDNT DO oF IT ON A PAGE., AND TO
ANNITIAING' MOVE N PREDETERMINED,
REMEMBER NI-IEN I WAS
FIRST' BORN? I

NIS PIC1URE IS NE RESULT I'M SIILL NOT
OF SIX YEARS' UNRE-111411N6 PAYING *X)
-TOIL! A LIFETIME OF
3500 FOR 1T
EFFORT WENT 1NTO 11-11S!

\1

COORDINATED MOTIONS!
—

&
.
6or*
VN,P047,4
.NP•*.
-3
:19

CATHY
I HAVE MOTHiNO! ZERO!
zILCH! ZIPPO! THE MONEY'S
GONE! ALL &ONE!

MONEY I HAVEN'T EVEN
MAK YET IS GONE! THERE'S
NOTHING! THERE'S NEGATIVE
NOTHING! I'M BELOW BRAKE!
I HAVE NOTHING AT ALL!!

I FLING fAVSELf ON
YOUR MERCY, BELOVED
ACCOUNTANT, FOR YOU
AND ONLY YOU HOLD Al4
FUTURE IN YOUR HANDS!!

:11,CCOINTANTI

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Tea years ago
A meeting of the Board of
Trustees of National Museum of
Boy Scouts of America on April
10 signaled another significant
phase of the new beginning for
the museum facility.
Donald R. Crawford, carrier
technician at Murray Post Office
since 1957, has been appointed
post master at Almo, effective
April 13. He succeeds Martha
Imes who retired in September
1984.
Calloway County High School
Chamber Singers and Concert
Choir, directed by Lavaughn R.
Wells, won superior ratings at the
Kentucky Music Association
Choral Contest at Paducah Tilghman High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Hersie Hopkins
will be married 50 years April
17.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry G. Evans,
March 29.
Twenty years ago
Jean Forsee, Renee Taylor and
Lisa Winters of Murray High
School and Mary Bonner of Calloway County High School have

been selected as members of
1975 Kentucky All-State Chorus
to be April 18 at Freedom Hall,
Louisville,
April 13 will be ''Richard and
Bea Walker Day" at First Baptist
Church, Murray, as the congregation pays tribute to its pastor and
wife who soon will be leaving for
Brazil to serve again as missionaries in the Amazon Valley.
James Wells, 6-9 senior center
for Calloway County High
School Laker Basketball Team,
played for All-American Team in
Midwest All-American Classic
April 6 at Dayton, Ohio. He
scored seven points in the game.
Births reported inclpde a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Blankenship, March 7.
Thirty years ago
John W. Hutson, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, has
accepted a three-year fellowship
awarded him by National Aeronautics and Space Administration
for graduate study at Indiana University in the fiefs of astronomy
and theoretical astrophysics.
Estelle Ezell, director of Ezell
Beauty School, syoke about

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, April 11, the 101st day of 1995. There are 264
days left in the year.
History:
Highlight
in
Today's
Fifty years ago, on April 11, 1945, during World War II, American
soldiers liberated the notorious Nazi concentration camp Buchenwald
in Germany.
On this date:
In 1689, William III and Mary II were crowned as joint sovereigns
of Britain.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated as emperor of France and
was banished to the island of Elba.
In 1898, President McKinley asked Congress for a declaration of
war against Spain.
In 1921, Iowa became the first state to impose a cigarette tax.
In 1947, Jackie Robinson made his major-league debut, playing in
an exhibition between the Brooklyn Dodgers an the New York
Yankees.
In 1951, President Truman relieved Gen. Douglas MacArthur of his
commands in the Far East.
In 1953, Oveta Culp Hobby became the first Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare.
In 1970, 25 years ago, Apollo 13 blasted off on a mission to the
moon that was disrupted when an explosion crippled the spacecraft;'
the astronauts managed to return safely.
In 1979, Idi Amin was deposed as president of Uganda as rebels
and exiles backed by Tanzanian forces seized control.
In 1980. the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission issued
regulations specifically prohibiting sexual harassment of workers by
supervisors.
In 1981, President Reagan returned to the White House from the
hospital, 12 days after he was wounded in an assassination attempt.
Ten years ago: Controversy erupted when President Reagan
announced plans to lay a wreath at a cemetery in Bitburg, West Germany, where Nazi SS soldiers were buried.
Five years ago: Funeral services were held in Indianapolis for AIDS
patient Ryan White, who had died three days earlier at age 18. Among
the 1,500 mourners were first lady Barbara Bush and singers Elton
John and Michael Jackson.
One year ago: The White House disclosed that President and Mrs.
Clinton had failed to report $6,498 dollars in income that the first lady
made in commodities trading in 1980; the couple wrote checks totaling $14,615 in back taxes and interest.
Today's Birthdays: Fashion designer Oleg Cassini is 82. Former
New York State Gov. Hugh Carey is 76. Ethel Kennedy is 67. Actor
Joel Grey is 63. Actress Louise Lasser is 56. Syndicated columnist
Ellen Goodman is 54.
Thought for Today: "If we were to wake up some morning and find
that everyone was the same race, creed, and color, we would find
some other causes for prejudice by noon." — George Aiken, U.S.
Senator (1892-1984).

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
.1 Concert
instrument
6 Chili con —
11 Absorb
(moisture)
13 Aircraft
14 I3ertinelli ID
15 Enthusiastic
17 Article
18 Chicago's St,
20 Arrange in
folds
21 Mr. Onassis
22 Horsley and
Majors
24 — degree
25 Carpet nap
26 Burrowing
animal
28 Spookily
30 Zest
32 Regulation
33 —City
Chiefs
35 Waterproof
covenng
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LOOKING BACK

DAILY COMICS
00 YOU wANT
COFFEE OR
TEA
BREAKFAST 7
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......

WHO ARE
"COOL THUMB"
IOU, KIP?
BROWN _JUST
LOHEREIO YOU A STRANGER
LEARN TO
PASSING
SHOOT LIKE
THROUGH..
THAT?

37 Fruit pastry
38 Restricted
(abbr.)
40 Edibles
42 Brick carrier
43 Assert
45 TV's Peeples
46 Negative
prefix
47 Give anew
49 Between WY
and MN
50 "Sounder"
star
52 Infused
54 Prepare to
pray
55 Baseballer
Koufax
DOWN
1 — War
2 Badge
3 16 oz.
4 — Claibome
5 Son of Ruth
6 Hint

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TENT SEND MEA
AMOR HARI
ASP
CORONA ACWRNS
DNA ESTEE
GOLDBERG EH
EXPEL SAT ASE
RE NEMESES NE
ENS RAN CAMEL
VI
PANTRIES
GEENA
LAUD
ELLENS SMILES
SST SELA
NUM'S
TEE ANIL EGOS
4-11 C 1995 United Feature Syndicate
7 Three-toed
sloths
8 Road (abbr )
9 Almost
10 Tennessee —

Ford
12 Merit
13 Ground
squirrel
16 Tardy
19 Dancers
garment
21 Wing flap
23 Incline
25 Rice dish
27 Abstract
being
29 Wheel track
31 Ship section
33 Porcelain
clay
34 Mr_ Laurel
36 At ease
37 Not thin
39 Actress Conn
41 Danielle Steel
novel
43 Prison
compartment
44 Female
parents
47 Female ruff
48 Basketball
league (abbr )
51 Symbol for
cerium
53 World org

"Beauty and Styles" at a meeting
of Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club. She was introduced by Mrs. F.E. Crawford.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Archie Miller and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Portermann.
The Rev. Hoyt W. Owen is
pastor of South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Residents of Calloway County
received $20,244 in March under
Kentucky's three public assistance programs, old age assistance and aid to needy blind and
dependent children, according to
Commissioner of Economic Security Vego E. Barnes.
P.S. Young, pastor of Murray
Seventh-day Adventist Church, is
a delegate to the sixth quadrennial convention of Southern
Union Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists being held at Miami,
Fla.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Glavious Rogers and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. L.W. Lyons.
Triangle Inn advertises that'the
restaurant is now open at 3 a.m.
each day for the benefit of
fishermen.

DEAR READERS:After Operation Dear Abby went into
effect for the holiday season last
November, I began receiving
letters from readers telling me
that the clerks at their local
post offices were refusing their
packages because the APOs
were inactive. Others who were
successful in getting their packages mailed had them returned,
marked "APO Closed."
The APOs in my column were
correct — they had been
assigned especially for Operation Dear Abby, and a postal
bulletin had been sent to every
post office showing these ZIP
codes active from Nov. 15, 1994,
to Jan. 15, 1995.
I have written letters of
explanation to many readers,
'but ultimately the number of
complaints I received made
individual responses impossible. So I wrote to Postmaster
General Marvin Runyon asking
for his help. He replied:
DEAR ABBY: I'm always disappointed when any one of the .125
million American households and
businesses we serve every day isn't
100 percent satisfied. And I'm
downright unhappy when something as important as Operation
Dear Abby doesn't go right.
Now, here's what we're doing
about it: Our employees are getting together to make sure this
kind of mix-up never happens
again. We'll make darn sure that
in the future every post office in
the country gets the facts — and
that every letter to our servicemen
and women gets. to them on time.
You and your readers who write
each year to the men and women
in the military can be sure of that.
This pledge comes from their fellow Americans — the 739,000 dedicated men and women who serve
with pride in the U.S. Postal Service. Keep those cards and letters
coming!
Oh yes, Abby, and next time
when you write to me, use Express
Mail from the U.S. Postal Service —
not some other mailer.
MARVIN RUNYON,
POSTMASTER GENERAL
• *•

DEAR ABBY: My mother has
been a wonderful role model for me
— compassionate, generous and
very loving. However, she has one
flaw — she's always late.
We always had to sit in the balcony at church because we arrived
late. We were the last to arrive at
birthday parties, weddings and
funerals. She was an hour late for
my wedding rehearsal. I begged her
to be on time for my wedding. She
barely made it.
My husband and I now live
about five hours from my parents.
Unfortunately, I don't get to see
them very often, so when I do, every
minute counts. However, Mom continues to be late for everything! At
first I worry, then I get angry.
To make matters worse, my
younger sister has inherited the
same trait. I love them both, and
I've never confronted them, but I've
had enough. Please help me.
HAD IT IN CINCINNATI
'DEAR HAD IT: What are you
waiting for? Tell your mother
and sister how you feel. Perhaps it's too late to get your
mother to change, but there
may still be hope for your sister.
•• *

DEAR READERS: Easter is
(fast approaching, so have a
heart and remember that a living creature is not a toy. If you
are planning to surprise a child
with a live rabbit or baby chick,
please reconsider. Living creatures need proper care. Unless
you are certain that the rabbit
or chicken will receive the care
it needs to survive, give the
child a stuffed bird or animal
instead.
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DEATHS

Dr. James W. Courtney, Optometrist
and Staff

Mrs. Jewell Bailey
Services for Mrs. Jewell Bailey will be today at 2 p.m. at Hazel
and
Baptist Church. The Rev. Kerney Bailey, Dr. H. Franklin Paschall
Oneida
Mrs.
by
be
will
Music
officiate.
will
the Rev. Tim Adcock
White, organist and soloist, and David Ford, soloist.
Pallbearers will be John Gregory, Mark Blankenship, Kent Bailey,
follow in
Calvin, Key, John Trotter and Joe B. Adams. Burial will
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel, KY 42049.
Apnl
Mrs. Bailey, 96, Gatesborough Estates, Murray, died Sunday,
9, 1995, at 10 a.m. at her home.
Born Feb. 21, 1899, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter
daughter,
of the late David Hutson and Ina Chrisman Hutson. One
her in
preceded
also
brothers
six
Mrs. Olga Paschall, one sister and
death.
Survivors include on daughter, Essie Bailey, Murray; one son, the
Rev. Kerney Bailey and wife, Bettie, and a son-in-law, Dr. H. Franklin Paschall, Nashville, Tenn.; four grandchildren, Pam Freeman and
husband, John, Dallas, Texas, Sandra Paschall and Laneue Williams
and husband, Terry, Nashville, and Kent Bailey and wife, Jo, Birmingham, Ala.; six great-grandchildren, Paschall Freeman, Matt,
Grace and Margaret Jewell Bailey, and Kelsey and Katelyn Williams.

Sean William Terry
Sean William Terry, 26, of 801 Huggins Rd., Williamstown, W.Va.,
died Saturday, April 8, 1995, at 12:19 p.m. at Suburban Hospital,
Bethesda, Md. His death followed a brief illness.
Mr. Terry was a graduate of Parkersburg South High School. He
received his Bachelor's degree in Engineering from Virginia Tech,
where he was a member of Theta Xi fraternity.
Born Jan. 2, 1969, at Miami Beach, Fla., he was the son of Wendy
Coteler Rose and the late John H. Terry.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Wendy Coteler Rose, Williamstown, W.Va.; his grandmother, Mrs. La Rayne Coteler, Minneapolis,
Minn.; two aunts, Barbara Garrison, Silver Springs, Md., and Karen
Ruffin, Washington, D.C.
The funeral will be wednesday at 10:30 a.m. at Grace Gospel
Church, Peuyville, W.A., with Pastor Bill Solomon officiating.
Visitation will be from 7 to 9 p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at Marietta
Chapel of Cawley & Peoples Funereal Home, 408 Front St., Marietta,
Ohio.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the National Neurofibromatosis Foundation, 120 Wall St., New York City,. N.Y. 10005.

Garnett Hood Jones
in the
Funeral rites for Garnett Hood Jones were Monday at 1 p.m.
Anderson
Charles
Rev.
The
Home.
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
and the Rev. Randall Winchester officiated.
WalPallbearers were William Smith, Trellis McCuiston, David
in
was
Burial
Tucker.
Earl
and
Hughes
Jamie
drop, Kenny Bridges,
Mayfield
Murray City Cemetery with military graveside rites by
American Legion Post.
8, 1995, at
Mr. Jones, 72, Vine Street, Murray, died Saturday, April
Hospital.
7:12 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hod
Born Dec. 15, 1922, in Murray, he was the son of Sadie Nell
Jones.
Garnett
William
late
the
and
Jones
two
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bettye Sue Outland Jones;
Ohio,
Columbus,
Gary,
husband,
and
Vorhees
daughters, Mrs. Janell
Ohio; one
and Mrs. Jeana Kirkendall and husband, Gordon, Toledo,
Sadie
Mrs.
mother,
his
Murray;
son, William Jones and wife, Robbin,
Aubrey
and
Andrew
en,
grandchildr
four
Murray;
Nell Hood Jones,
Sadie Nell
Kirkendall and Korben and Zachery Jones; a cousin, Mrs.
Fulton, Murray.

Employees file suit
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP)
- A handful of Kroger Co.
employees filed a lawsuit against
their union, saying more than
1,000 members were unable to
vote on a contract with the
Cincinnati-based grocer because
they had to work.
The lawsuit, filed Friday in
U.S. District Court, asks for
another vote and requests prohibiting enforcement of the contract
until after the second vote.
The contract was unpopular
with rank-and -file members of
Charleston -based United Food
and Commercial Workers Local
347, which represents more than
4,000 workers in West Virginia
and parts of southeastern Ohio
and eastern Kentucky.
Workers rejected the contract
on Oct. 9, 1994 meeting but failed to muster the necessary 67
percent needed to strike.
The lawsuit cites union regulations that guarantee workers the
right to vote on a contract with
the company.
The lawsuit was filed by Charleston attorney Henry Wood.
Listed as plaintiffs are five
employees who said they were
denied the right to vote. It also
was filed on behalf of all union
members who could not vote,
Wood said.
The lawsuit, filed Friday,
names union local President
Elwood Wilt and local SecretaryTreasurer Sterling Ball.
Ball said the lawsuit was an
attempt to "grasp at straws."
Union leaders asked Kroger
Co. officials to close the 50 store

HOG MARKET
Federal Stsee Markel Negev Service April 11, 1995
Kneecap Perdue, Aro Keg Market Impart lacked= 3
&Om SlaUeee Iteaddes Ael_ 299 Lk 414'armee &
GNU .13-30 hipleir Sew meetly &Neap
435.25-34 75
US 1-2 234-254 us.
411.25-3175
US 1-2 214-216 lb..
433.75-34.25
US 2-3 1.14-314 lbs.
432.75-3175
US 3-4 254.274 lba.
Seen
423.40-25 II
US 1-2 274-354 116
US 1-3 314-4111
425.40-27.40
US 1-3 451.525 Ned
$31.6431.411
US 1-3 525 mod uplbs..12354.23.44
US 2-3 314.511 Ida.
Beers 81734-1161

want to introduce

Bill Forres

represented by Local 347 on the
day of the vote, Ball said.
"The union does not have the
legal right to force the company
to close the stores," Ball said.
"We requested the company to
close the store. They refused,
which is their right."

Bill Forres, 69, retired Hazel
businessman, died Monday, April
10, 1995, at 11:20 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired as owner of UTote-Em Grocery at Hazel after
being there 41 years. He was now
delivering Meals on Wheels to
residents of Hazel. A Navy veteran, he was a member of Hazel
Baptist Church.
One son, Tony Forres, and two
brothers, Stanley Forres and Bob
Fonts, preceded him in death.
Born July 27, 1925, in New
Orleans, La., he was the son of
the late Anthony Henry Forres
and Margurite Post Fortes.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nowata King Forres,
Puryear Nursing Home, to whom
he was marired on June 12, 1946:
one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Taylor
and husband, Gary, Puryear,
Tenn.; one son, Billy Forres and
wife, Susan, Hazel; four grandchildren, Greg, Charles and John
Taylor, Puryear, and Samantha
Beale, Hazel; his parents-in-law,
Lowell and Eloise King, Sycamore Street, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday
at 2 p.m. at Hazel Baptist

Courtney Vision Center Id
1208 Johnson Blvd.
759-1429

1 al
Dr. Janie. W. Courtney
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Residential • Commercial • Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
David Ryan

BILL FORRES
Church. The Rev. Tim Adcock
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White
will be organist and soloist. Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Hazel after 4 p.m.
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to the Hazel Community
Center, Hazel, KY 42049.

753-4736

LOOSE BRUCE JR. HOTDOG CABOOSE
CABOOSE SPECIAL)
Free Soda With Purchase
Of $2.50 Or More.
•
North 12th • Boone's Laundry
Mon.-Fri. serving 10a-2:30p
Coupon must sozorrpany ontior

Uprise 5i1/96

Mrs. Dola C. Dick
Services for Mrs. Dola C. Dick were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of R.D. Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Vodis Jackson officiated.
Pallbearers were Gerald Wiggins, Richard Wiggins, Kennethy Dick,
Kerry Wiggins, Lynn Cope and Jerry Ray Cope. Burial was in Doublin Cemetery.
Mrs. Dick, 71, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Tri City community, died friday,
April 7, 1995, at 8:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, M.C. Dick, one sister, Mrs. Nova Cybulski, and two
brothers, Solon and Norman Cope, preceded her in death. Born Dec.
25, 1923, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Dennis
Cope and Bessie Smith Cope.
Survivors include two daughters, Colores Dick, Tri City, and Mrs.
Jo Ann Mason, Farmington; one son, Bobby Wayne Dick, Farmington; one brother, Namon Cope, Highland Park, Mich.; one grandchild;
two great-grandchildren.

Jumbling was accident
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- A computer glitch that
jumbled hundreds of case files in
Hopkins Circuit Court occurred
when someone entering data
selected a wrong file, according
to investigators.
The accident also gave circuit
court employees access to offlimits material, the state Administrative Office of the Courts has
determined.
The glitch caused parts of
about 600 cases to be moved into
the files of other cases, rendering
unusable a week's worth of data
entries beginning in mid-March.
Investigators believe someone
entering data inadvertently
selected the wrong file in a sorting or utilities program.
Court system spokeswoman
Beth Lucas said officials who
investigated the incident termed

it "accidental and ... totally unintentional." She said the problem
was similar to someone "stumbling into a chair in the dark."
Investigators did not ask for
help from law -enforcement
authorities.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
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Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1986 Sunbird

1991 Grand Am &two nest fie
1985 Toyota Truce(
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_.$6,9oo
9700

1985 Chev Euro Cele. VA
1986 Dodge Lancer v-6
1986 Pontiac 6000

1989 Choy. Cavalier
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1986 Cutlass Cal
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19T7 Datsun 280Z
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1984 Mustang Cony.
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..

$2,000
$2,700

$10800

1982 Fish Boat

.

T. J.'s
Bar-BAD
To show our appreciation
for your support
we are rolling back
the price on our
Large Hamburger, Fries
& Med. Drink Special
to the same low price as
when we opened 13 years ago

13th Anniversary Celebration

1/1

HILLJAkD
LYONS
Prices good thru April 15

yen.. inc.• Mena*, NYS( end SIPC

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is Good Food.

Northside

Alm° Heights

Sunday-Friday, April 9-14
Prayer Service 6:30 p.m.
Services 7:00 Nightly
Special Singing Nightly
Brother Royce Dukes - Evangelist
Scott Bivins - Pastor
Max McGinnis Music Director
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

30 IMO 0307

Where is everyone going?

Lyons is a market maker In this Mock
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)t Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Darren Howard

TJ's Bar-13-Q
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

$950

